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THE   PRESIDENTS'  MESSAGE
                        B.C.   ASSOCIATION

   In his prayer at our 1987 picnic, the Padre gave thanks to God for the

wonderful gift of "memory"; a most appropriate observation at a re-union of

old soldiers. Surely that's part of what it is all about, the recollection

of good times and bad times shared by a band of men in a great adventure. As

I write it is September. A month which holds a wreath of memories for those

of us whom fate lead to the colours in '39. The excitement of the enlisting

process in all corners of northern Alberta; the journey to Edmonton from the

Peace River country and Port McMurray in the north; Wetaskiwin and Camrose in

the south; Vermilion in the east and Jasper in the west. The arrival in the
big city (which some had never seen before); the terror inspired by the RSM,

Mr. Oldham's austere presence; the exasperation of learning to don the WW I

puttees; first foot drills in the Prince of Wales Armoury; first sentry duty

and the fear that the Orderly Officer might make his rounds during your shift,

the first day on the rifle range; the constant shifting from one new barrack

to another as the construction program progressed; being relegated to the

Officers' Mess kitchen after having failed miserably as a waiter. Each of us

treasures his own store of such memories, and rightly so. As Dave Petrie re-

marked a couple of weeks before his 92nd birthday, "I live for my memories."

We know Dave has a treasure-house of memories. He is also one of our most

faithful members, this year having attended both functions in B.C. and the

picnic in Edmonton. I wonder if the delightful clarity of his memories is in

large measure due to his constant association, over the years, with those

who shared his experiences. Might this perhaps be another good reason for us

all to renew our commitment to our Association?

   As always, on behalf of the B.C. Association, I extend best^wishes for the

year ahead to all members everywhere.                       >^     ,---@?
                                           Fraternally, ^   ^-^^   ^

                   EDMONTON     ASSOCIATION

   We are now nearing the end of another vear for our Association, the 70th
year. It has been a fairly busy time with our holding a two day summer pic-
nic here. Although the picnic was not what you might call a financial suc-
cess we did not really expect it to be. Rather we were very pleased that we
could have such an excellent turnout. It was good to have a number able to
come who we have not seen  for so many years. It is hard to realize that it
is now over forty years since we have seen some of those attending.

   Having served on your Executive, Edmonton Association, first as Vice -
President, since 1981, and now having concluded a term as your President,
I will relinquish this position at the General Meeting, January, 1988.

   My thanks to those many members who have given of their time during my
term as President. It has indeed been an honour for me to have served you
in that office.

   I pay tribute as well to a member of our Edmonton Executive for a number
of years, "Pop" Morgan, who passed away this year. "Pop" was a willing work-
er on our Executive who always drove in from his home in Rochester, near
Athabasca, to attend our meetings.

   My best regards and good health in the coming years to all members, B.C.
and Edmonton Associations.                           /-? /; c-@\                                        Fraternally ^f/^^,,^

                                                  / ^      / President,
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    i&tt! jTOxr just haying read President Bill Remple's message from the B.C.
    Association referring to memories, perhaps the following short bits fit
    in. Throughout this issue of The Fortyniner you will read a number of
    short stories where memories have not failed. It should inspire many of
    you to send in your contribution to the next issue of our magazine.
    Closing date for receiving your stories is August 31, 1988.

 This September ('87) I had the occasion to be in Camrose, an hour's drive
 south east of Edmonton. It just so happened that on that particular day a
 teachers' reunion, graduates of Camrose Normal School, was being held. Having
 lived, prior to WW II, in Camrose, I became acquainted with a number of those
 who were attending school there and one of them was FRED REESOR, the class of
 '33/'34. He was there to become a teacher, was a drummer in the school dance

 band as well. Having dropped around to the "reunion meeting place" to see if
 there was anyone present who I might remember,(it was over 50 years ago),who
 do I come in contact with but Fred. Here he is, sneaked in from down east and
 staying in Lacombe while he is out here. It has probably been over forty years
 ago since most of us have seen him. So what can you talk about in probably
 only a half hour, not much in that short a time.
 Fred dropped in to Edmonton, for three minutes, on his way back home. He had
 a few items that he had brought with him for the Museum just in case he saw
 someone he could leave them with. He also has some enemy wireless equipment
 that he will give to our Museum, it was too bulky to carry on a plane and it's
 a matter of getting it here without breaking it.
 Fred is looking good, brings regards from Bill Gromb, also an Ottawa resident.
 He also passes on his best regards to all his former Signal Platoon members.

                              LAST     POST

 SLOAN, Clarence J. - M 17522, passed, away suddenly September 23, 1967, while
  a resident of Calgary, at age 68. Clarence served three terms as president
  of the Calgary Labour Council as well as 22 years as president of a Malt
  Workers Union.

 ZEISMAN, Emel - passed away October 13, 1987, in Edmonton, at age 82. No
  other information is available.

 Our Association extends sympathy to H. "Gig" Field, Jack Birmingham, Tom
  Huntington, and their families. Each has lost a son  in the past year.
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Often times I wonder how many there are
     still around of the members of our Regim-            'T'l-
     ent who were on the night march we made               i. HC

 into the Salso River Valley.
    It was an experience that I have never for-     01      T T 11

 gotten. When I returned to visit Sicily with       OSiSO  Valley

 Alon Johnson in 1969 I just had to have a look
 at the start of the "track" into the valley, a
 rd.ght inarch that our Regiment made.                     (^ 3,061"'

    The "track" now leads to a body of water
 backed up by a huge concrete dam across the
 Salso River Valley. Shades of August, 19431                 BY

  . The Salso Valley bed in "our" time was a             JAMES R STONE
 dried up watercourse through a rocky desert-
like valley.                                    @@@@@'  '           11111

   '.-f'e had just finished fighting, successfully, the battle for Agira, where
 cur much liked "D" Company Commander, Major "Bill" Bury, had been killed.

   The enemy was still holding hard to Regalbutto to the south of the Valley
and capture of the hills. Hill 736, Mount Revisotto, Mount Seggio, on the
north side of the valley would by-pass Regalbutto and open up the road to
Adrano. This would break the enemy Mount Etna line and thus allow the British
Eighth Army to move up the coast road to Messina.

    Hill 736 was just that - a hill. Mount Revisotto and Mount Seggio were
not really mountains according to our standards. In reality they were prob-
ably only some one thousand feet or so above the river valley.

   General Siraonds, 1 Cdn Div, had picked the 2nd Inf Bde to send patrols
north of the Salso. Brigadier Vokes gave the job of making the first move
into the Salso Valley to the Edmontons.

   On the night of July 31, LCol Jim Jefferson sent Lieut Charlie Swan and
a Sergeant Robertson and two fighting patrols to investigate the enemy's
strsngth down in the valley. One of the patrols went as far as to the base
of Hill 736. Neither patrol saw any sign of enemy troops and indeed were not
even fired on. This they reported to the Commanding Officer when they return-
ed to the Regiment on the following morning. They did complain that the
"foot-slogging" was tough, the river bed was completely dry but it was all
rocks and boulders. It was real hard walking, not recommended even for per-
sonnel on mules. Certainly not suitable for vehicles of any kind.

   The rifle companies assembled on the afternoon of August 1 halfway be-
tweQn Agira and Regalbutto. The Salso Valley was closest to the highway here
and thus there was an easy access to the valley. Here we waited for a mule
zrsin which was to carry our water and rations, ammunition, some of our mor-
tars, etc. The mules were- to be "gathered" together by the Saskatoon Light
-nfantry and it turned out to be no easy task for them to do. By the time
.@midnight had arrived, the "jump-off" time for the rifle companies, the mule
train had not yet reported at the rendezvous with our Regiment. LCol Jef-
ferson decided to move the companies forward and down into the valley with-
out the "train". The hope was that the supplies would soon catch up.

   I was commanding "B" Company at the time and I don't remember where we
@were exactly in the "order of march" but we were somewhere in the middle of
the "motley mob". We travelled most of the time in single file, in the pitch
black of the night. We stumbled over rocks, fell down over the steep and many



        Salso Valley Caper                 @@@@@@@@@~
__} irregularities in the track and, under the weight
,    of weapons, ammunition, etc., that we were carry-
w ingj had an exhausting and uncomfortable march.
'\c      ^ur un:L^O:l''ms were summer shirts and shorts and

  @ were ideal for the strenuous exercise of our travel.
     They were totally inadequate for the intense cold of
     nighttime in the Sicilian hills.

         Fortunately there was only one way for us to go
     into this valley and that -was down. All the troops
     eventually arrived at the valley bottom by the mom-
     ing's first light.

         Our first action on reaching the valley bottom
     was to flop ourselves down and ease as much as pos-
     sible the fatigue we all suffered from the gruel-
     ling descent. We had only travelled some three or
     four miles in all, our "land speed" was in the

^ neighborhood of one mile per hour.
         No enemy had been sighted so we all thought

     that perhaps we might this time reach our objective
i    unopposed. This was not to be, however. The Jerries
^   had their own ideas. Apparently the enemy, with a
'y  considerable number of troops, had reoccupied Hill
5^  736 since the time of our original patrols.

 y      There was no advance notice of the enemy small
^y  arms fire which suddenly erupted from the surround-
fo  ing hills. It made us realize that this was to be
'f   no picnic and we would have to fight to clear the

     enemy from our objectives.
         With all the various types of enemy shells

i    coming at us there was not the smallest possibility
     of our "digging in" in slit trenches because of the

' ^ rocky land surrounding us. We had to get behind the
     rocks and boulders for protection.

^      Later on in the day and being una.ble to move
     forward we decided that for our own protection we
     should move back a bit.

         Cur heavy wireless sets were on the "mule train
     load", thus we were not able to be in contact with
     our Brigade HQ.

c        The supply train, the SLIs and their mules, had
,    quite a time catching up with us. On their way to
;^   reaching us they had come under some enemy fire and
|^ ;@ a few mules were lost, plus their loads.
^      ^^rS"@"ni*^^     By August 3rd the SLIs and
& l"! 0-^^^         ,@gg^ the mules finally located us
'L " @y'        ^r- j('i and so we once again had some
fc^-Sl "'^K     ^r^ K w^lcora@e water and rations, plus
r(^2^0(~5afi^^'^v^ x^T- our "mortars and the previously
Ill^z^-^^eyIAI      /(~- mentioned wireless sets.
Iff ^@ A^^A/   J^/^^     ^n ^e mea@ntime, on August

  'AQ^^-'^S^o^^^^ 3^ Regalbutto came into Can-
   ^g^^^g^^-. r       adian hands and this was of
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considerable help. We were then able to complete our plans for the attack on
Hill 736 and following that, looking forward to our next objective. Mount
Revisotto.

   I do not intend in this article to describe the fighting that we were en-
gaged in. Perhaps someone else reading this who took part in our advance has
a story or two that we might be able to get and "put on the record".

   By the time August 5th had arrived we had captured Hill 736 and by August
6th, Pat Tighe and I, with our companies "A" and "B", had moved down the Sal-
so Valley and attacked and captured Mount Revisotto. This was our, at last,
original destination.

   In the meantime the Seaforths and the Patricias, who had been with us all
along, but having their own objectives to capture, moved down the Salso Val-
ley and attacked and captured Mount Seggio.

   Thus the road to Adrano was opened up. The coast was freed for the move
north of the British Army.

   All this was not done without the loss of a number of members of our Reg-
iment. There were 26 killed or died from wounds received during the period.
In the neighborhood of some 100 left the Regiment because of wounds received.

   Leading a charge up Hill 736, John Dougan won his first Military Cross.
Major Archie Donald won a Distinguished Service Order for. his part in the
action and the Support Company runner, W.T.Davis, a Military Medal. Private
John Low, stretcher bearer, got a well-earned Distinguished Conduct Medal at
Hill 736 for the great bravery he displayed.

    Our Regiment having come this far through Sicily in the past month, we
now left the fighting and moved into the-.Militello area for rest and rec-
reation, plus some further training.

   My memory of many of the events which took place in these particular few
days is now vague but I can still feel the intense ccid we experienced while
spending that night marching in the Sicilian "mountains". I remember very
well the great thirst after being without water for a couple of days, until
such a time as the mule train had caught up to us. There was the extreme of
fatigue during and after our night march down into the valley and along the
dry and boulder strewn Salso River.

   Fortunately we were all relatively young and eager at the time. The cold
@was relieved by the first beams of the morning sun. The thirst was quickly
forgotten by a "pull" at a waterbag and our fatigue became freshness after
a ten minute rest.

   It is great now to be able to look back in my older age and to remember
"WHEN 2"

                    MA-VY            T   ^   4   M   K S
to those of you who have taken of your time to send in stories and
articles for use in this issue of the Fortyniner

to those who have sent in photos for use in our magazine

to those who are able to send in that "little bit extra" to assist
in the publication of the Fortyniner

                                               B. Olson     Editor



@@@@@@@@@           THE SALSO  VALLEY il

   From a number of newspaper clippings, WW II, passed on to the "news"
   department of the Fortyniner courtesy of Dave Petrie, one of them
   seems to refer to the same engagement that you have just read written
   by Jim Stone. This clipping is not dated since it was probably cen-
   sored. Written by Ross Munro, a well-known and respected Canadian war
   correspondent, it was "with the Canadians in Sicily." The article was
   headed "City Regiment Battles as 'Guerillas' in Sicily; Penetrate

                            Wild Country."
   The story goes:

 "The Loyal Edmonton Regiment chosen for the job because a number of the
 officers and men know the Rockies and also many of the men, farmers and
 ranchers, know how to care for horses, were sent on a daring thrust
 eastward through wild mountainous country of central Sicily.
 They travelled through terrain where no vehicles can be used, where
 water, rations and ammunition are carried by mule trains* While earlier
 they had been through a great deal of rough fighting, this advance
 through the mountains was one of the most difficult operations they
 have attempted.
 On the way the Alberta Regiment fought fiercely in guerilla fashion
 with German infantry encountered on the ridges.
 This is a partial story of the mountain attack obtained from an officer
 and a private who had been in touch with the operation.
 The Edmontons first sent patrols into the mountains and as no enemy was
 reported, the battalion moved forward with its first mule train. The
 officer said the Edmontons were chosen because of their mountain expe-
 riences and knowledge of animals.
 They went into barren country where all streams were dried up. I went
 forward to the fringe of this area and it is a jumble of rolling high
 mounds and brown mountain slopes with some patches of green trees
  giving the only relief to the desolate scene in the glaring sun.
 Haze drifted across the peaks.
 When the infantrymen got into the valley, German observation outposts
 picked them out and there was a crossfire from mortars and machineguns.
 The Canadians lost some mules and their wireless communications broke
 down when the sets were damaged.
 There were some casualties and they were all evacuated by stretcher
 bearers who had to carry the wounded three or four miles. Then the reg-
 iment became a ghost battalion. Headquarters did not hear from it for
 hours. There were some worried officers until a couple of the Edmontons
 made their way back with the latest reports.
 They were doing all right and making progress. But they needed food,
 water and ammunition.
 A mule train had been prepared before this to go in to them, and away it
 went. It was under mortar fire en route, too, but reached the battalion
 with the first rations to get up in 36 hours, a time in which the troops
  had lived on the small amount of rations they had carried with them.
 The Brigadier had told the Colonel to return and give him a complete
  story so he could plan further moves* It took the Commanding Officer
  seven hours to walk back. He came all alone, made his report and re-

                           turned to the battalion."



~@@@@@@@@@           THE  SALSO VALLEY III            @@@@@@@-1

     A small booklet, "Be Thou My Battleshield, Sword For The Fight", was sent
  along to The Fortyniner several months back. It is a small booklet issued by
  the War Services Committee of the United Church of Canada, "compiled by men
  vho served overseas in the war of 1914-18." It contains a few Bible verses,
  short prayers, etc., "in the hope that you may find comfort and strength in
  the reading of them."

     There are also a couple of blank pages to be used for any purpose you might
  wish. This particular booklet contains for one thing a short letter, presum-
  ably to the wife of the once owner of the booklet. Judging by the date, Aug-
  ust 2, 1943, followed by a question mark, it is approximately the date of the
  8Salso Valley Caper".

     The letter follows:

                                                          August 2?, 1943

     "We are in a bad spot, not a man of us has a chance it seems. We have
     seen a company, perhaps a battalion routed by terrible mortar fire and
     snipers. I've had so many close shaves from mortars, it isn't even
     funny. In fact I'm still shaky.
     We holed up by a natural basin of rain water which, tortured by thirst,
     we drank avidly of. Some of the water we chlorinated - most not. We
     have been joined by remnants of other sections and of the ill-fated
     mule train.
     We decided to rest until dark to try and get out of this mess so we
     all tried to sleep. I relieved Battersly on guard for an hour. The
     mountains echo to the sound of Schraauser(M.G.) and mortar. Bullets fly
     too close for comfort now and again. God help us if a mortar finds our
     place or a sniper.
    We had no sleep last night and these hills have really taken it out of
     us. I prayed God earnestly for us all. He alone can protect us now.
     Dorothy if you see this , it is not goodbye but till by God's grace we
    meet again.
    You always made me happy, darling mine."

                                                     Billy Lxxxx

   In the same booklet as above, but at a presumably earlier date, there is
the following short note:

  "Just behind the lines.
   Was on guard two hours last night. Desultory artillery fire during the
   night. It is almost noon now. I am washed and shaved. Resting in the
   shade made by a fig tree and grape vines.
   This AM we heard on a radio from a truck, Mussolini had resigned (July
   24, 1943). Will this make our task easier? We are up against Germans.
   Our fellows say they have no respect for even the Red Cross. A sergeant
   of the Carleton & Yorks said thirty men were ambushed and shot and burnt.
   Buried head first and feet front. We may go into action anytime. Heard
   of several pals of '39 who are dead. One chap, Rasmussen (presumably L.
   Rasmussen, KIA July 14, 1943) I came over with. He was a swell chap."



_____       Annual General Meeting        _____
                                  EDMONTON

                                 JANUARY 1987
    A goodly number, around 75 members, turned up at our Annual General Meet-

 ing on the afternoon of January 11, 1987, a Saturday.
    There were no bells ringing, no shots were fired, no flags were flying,

 or any other such means of celebrating. But it was the occasion of our 70th
 anniversary of the organization of our Association. There are not many Army
 Associations in Canada, if any, where the Association has carried on as many
 years as we have. Nor as active and with as large a distinguished membership.

    This meeting took place at the Montgomery Legion, Edmonton, where we have
 been holding our annual meeting/re-union for the past number of years. Some
 of the members "got there early", had a brew, or a soft drink, and engaged
 in a few stories, some good, some stretched a bit.

    Promptly at 1500 hours President Roger Dupuis called the meeting to order
 and there was a short period of silence observed in honor of our absent
 comrades.

    Then follovang a few words of welcome from Roger to those assembled. Sec-
 retary Ralph Craven began the proceedings by reading the minutes of our last
 General Meeting held in January, 1966. The minutes were adopted as read on a
 notion from Mike -'mtonio and the motion was seconded by Charlie V'Jhelan.

 BUSINESS ARISING from the minutes of the previous meeting;
    PRESIDENT'S PIN - Stan Chettleborough started things off by inquiring as

     to what progress, if any, had been made regarding the presenting of
     Regimental lapel pins to our Past Presidents.
     For those who are not aware, some years ago in the days of Barney
     Morrison, a WW I 49er and a jeweller, he made it a project of his own
     to present to each Past President a GOLD Regimental lapel pin. When
     Mr. Morrison passed away the practise was not continued.
     In 1985 at our General Meeting, Harvey Farrell inquired as to whether
     we should think about carrying on this practise and so it was left in
     the hands of our Committee to check further into the matter.
     Chris Atkin has managed to locate the die that is to be used. However,
     since Chris was not able to be with us at this meeting we could not come
     up with a net cost to the Association for each pin, and what the differ-
     ence would be having the pins made in gold or in silver.
     The matter was again left to the Executive Committee for further "look-
     ing into".

    CRIES BACH SWORD - our Regimental tradition, the Griesbach sword, having
     survived a theft plus wear and tear was somewhat the worse for wear
     considering what it had been subjected to the last few years. It had
     not been originally made for such an active life.
     The City of Edmonton, in whose care the sword is displayed, arranged
     to have the sword sent to Calgary for some refurbishing but under some
     careful scrutiny it was deemed that the repairs made were not suffi-
     cient and not satisfactory. Ralph Craven and Chris Atkin undertook a
     visit to City Hall to discuss the matter with the authorities concerned
     and it was decided that more work needed to be done on the sword,
     repairs that were not obviously seen or able to be made in Calgary. The
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  feeling is that the sword should be completely restored in which case it

  probably would be sent to the original maker, in England. City officials
  promised that they would look into the matter and advise our Assoc^Son

  son1 wa? ^so movedby charlie '-IJhelan and seconded by Ray Lewis that perhaps

  some sort of a carrying case could be built in order that th<@ @, ^ @ ^    '
 transported more reliably from City Hall to ^ere^r our 'As o'c^Ion^uire's

 it to be taken. Previously.each time we have reouestpri fha+ th       requires
 leased to us we have left it up to the Mo^omery S^ ^f^LlTt'o ^lt

 up, a situation the City does not entire^r agree with    oltlclals to P1^ it

  Once the "old business" had been done away with, the President called for the
 annual reports from the various committees:                    -cinea .or t,ne

 FINANCIAL - Barney Olson. Treasurer

    mha Eanimum of ^P6"3^ ^ the past year, outside of the oublicatior

    of The Fortyniner, once again receipts were greater than our expenses nd
    so we remain in the "black",                                 expenses and

    Our thanks to those who each year manage to send along that "little bit-

    extra to assist in having the magazine printed.

    A vote of thanks was proposed by Art McGor.-nack to Barney Olson for havine

    looked after our finances to everyones satisfaction for the past number

    of years. Tne motion was carried unanimously.

 ENTZmiI^gHT - Rollie C.^stagner

    Our only activity during the summer months was the picnic held in the

    Grande Prairie area in August. Member attendance at the picnic was good
    and once again we must thank those ladies of the area who so ^iSin^

    ?^Iao? Yf ^ workwhen it came to obtaining and "dishing ou^ the
    food. And to the husbands of those ladies who in turn obeyed Sl orders.

HOSPITAL/LAST POST - Jim Botsford

   Jim_listed thirty eight members of our Regiment who we were aware of as

   having passed away in the previous year.

   As well he reported ten members being in nursing homes or residents of
   the Hewburn Veterans' Home.                               resiaenr,s ol

   Complete lists of all these.members were made available at the meeting.

MUSEUM
   TTI   1'. h ^>   fl "h Q Oy-> ri o   r\ @P   P 1-. %<4 ,-.    .\ 4- 1 .-; @.      @?. IT. . -             i @S Le'e8 Sm:' chris Atkin- Museum direetor- this ^ - ^

Steps are being taken to have our Museum registered as a War Museum
It is also registered as a "Charitable Society" and as such ca^ e^   .
receipts for Income Tax purposes.                             " 51ve out
As part of the report, Ed Boyd mentioned that negotiations are still
SSh^e wlthregard to the prince of w^- Armoury being ta^n over
with^one of the purposes being to establish our Museum there
Mention was made that one of our Sdmonton M.P.s had been named chairman
of a committee to study the matter, the ultimte object^v^uld^To.e.
our Militia Unit moved to the Armoury to help "pay the r^t"           g



Edmonton General Meeting

MUSEUM  -  cont'd
   Stan Ghettleborough made mention that he had turned his complete set of
   "The Fortyniner" magazines over to our Museum.

MEMBERSHIP  -  Barney Olson
   As in previous years our membership roll seems to hold its own. Each year
   we lose a few and each year we gain a few. Our Militia Unit membership
   this year was about 140 members and we expect that it will remain in this
   general area. There are seven members permanently established in the Vet-
   erans' home and there are a couple of members in Nursing Hones.

MAGAZINE  -  The Fortyniner  -  Barney Olson, Editor.
   A similar number of magazines were mailed out or distributed locally this
   year  as in previous years, a total of 550. Magazines went to our Ednonton
   members, BG members, our Militia Unit, the Canadian Legion reading rooms,
   Edmonton City Archives, etc. - all parties who are interested in our Reg-
   iment and interested in the stories we have to tell. Enough mterls.1 and
   photos were available for the publishing of a good size magazine.
   As Editor, my thanks to all those who have taken of their time to make
   these very welcome story contributions as well as the many photos sent in.

MILITIA UNIT
   Information concerning our Militia Unit was presented by LCol D.C.Nielsen,
   Officer Commanding, and who had assumed command of the Unit effective
   February 22, 1986.
   The previous commander, LCol "Chuck" Marshall, was to be promoted to the
   rank of Colonel and would be assuming command of the Northern Alberta
   Militia District, January, 1987, certainly an honor to our Regiment.
   LCol Nielsen stated that the Militia Unit continues at an authorized
   enrollment of 140 all ranks,
   Some of the activites of our young battalion were reported in the last
   issue of our Fortyniner.
   Early winter exercises were held near Yellowknife, NWT, and were termed
   very successful. This type of exercise will probably be carried out each
   winter.
   New and up-to-date equipment is now being received on a regular basis,
   it is expected that new uniforms of a "military" nature will short3.y be
   in the QM Stores as well as some new types of small arms.
   LCol 3d 3oyd will continue his appointment as Honorary LCol of the Unit
   for another year.
   The year 1990 being the 75th anniversary of the formation of our Reg-
   iment preparations are now being started to celebrate the occasion. All
   members of the "old" Battalion are being asked to "keep themselves in
   shape" in order that they might take an active part in celebrating the
   occasion along with the members of the "young" Battalion.

BC ASSOCIATION
   Trsvor Jones, Victoria, being present at our General Meeting, advised us
   that due to unforseen circumstances President Bill Remple was not able to
   be present at our meeting as previously planned. Trevor did bring greet-
   ings from the BC Association and invited everyone to attend the BC meet-
   ing in early February in Surnaby.



Edmonton General Meeting

 All the reports of the various committees havirg been heard and the reports
 being unanimously accepted we went on to the new business part of the meet-
 ing which would require our attention.

NEVJ BUSINESS
    The first item of business on the agenda was the location of the "annual"
    picnic to be held by our Association in 1987.
    It was moved by Charlie Whelan, seconded by Jim Botsford, that we hold a
    picnic August 15 and 16, 1987, Saturday and Sunday, and that the location
    to be Camp Harris. The motion was carried and the dates were to be con-
    firmed with the Camp caretaker. As well the new Committee would proceed
   with making all arrangements necessary for the summer picnic.

    New band uniforms are being purchased in 1987 for our unit band and the
    request was made to our Association for financial assistance .
    It was moved by Frank Leach, Sdson, seconded by Ed Boyd, that the Assoc-
    iation purchase two band uniforms, complete, total cost $1,700.00.
   The motion was carried.
   Letters had also been mailed out to many of our Edraonton Association
   members for assistance as well. Stan Chettleborough suggested that this
    same request be sent out to all BC Association members by the Unit.

   The suggestion was made by Ted James that perhaps we should attempt to
   hold a "Casino" for the purpose of raising money. LCol Nielsen pointed
   out the considerable difficulty in carrying out such a project plus the
    fact that there is such a long delay in obtaining a date for this type
   of a project. No action will be taken on this suggestion at this time.

   Trevor Jones, 3C Association, suggested that perhaps it was now time for
   our Association to permit wives of our members to attend the banquet
   portion of our annual gathering. A small discussion followed, no action.

   There being no other business to attend to, the election of officers for
   the ensuing year was the final item.

Edraonton Association OFFICERS - 1987
   With the usual nomination procedures being observed, our Association
   Committee for 1987 is as follows:

     Hon President  -   Col Ed Boyd (ret)
     Past President -  Jim Foote                      Committee:
     President  -  Roger Dupuis (2nd year)    Chris Atkin       Bob Hidson
     Vice Pres  -  Jim Botsford              Len Mundorf       Bill Shaw
     Secretary  -  Ralph Graven          Rcllie Castagner     Wulf Preuss
     Treasurer -  Barney Olson                      Merv Morgan

                      Militia Unit Rep. - LCol G. D. Nielsen

There being no further business' to attend to, the meeting was adjourned at
                                1645 hours.

Coffee was served following the meeting.



                              Edmonton Association
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                               January     1987

    As night follows the day, so our Banquet and Dance follows our annual Gen-
 eral Meeting. And, as it has the past number of years, it all takes place at
 the Montgomery Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion, Edmonton.

    "3ach year we give you a story of the evening event in order that those who,
 for one reason or another, are unable to attend but possibly enjoy reading
 the names of those who are still able to "make it in winter time". This year
 is no different. The main intent is to let you know who attended the evening's
 festivities. Last year the nominal roll of those who attended was misplaced.
 This time around we made sure the list would be available for printing, in-
 cluded in the story of the Banquet.

    Cocktails are listed on the poster as being available previous to the Ban-
 quet. Long before the listed time members start lining up to get in and by
 the time the cocktail hour comes around there is quite a large gathering and
 the noise created from comrades meeting comrades for the first time in some
 forty years or to as recently as only yesterday is deafening.

    Each time we hold a reunion of this sort we always manage to come up with
 former members of our Regiment who have not been seen for many a year. This
 year was no exception, we came up with a number of new members. Probably from
 furthest away came 3mie Gairdner, Kitimat, BC, a longtime and original mem-
 ber of "A" Company. Living in Edmonton and first time out: Ed Howard, Doug
 Stewart, Don Beauregard, L. Lamoureaux, Jerry Mack and L. Mitchell. From "out
 of town" there was Ed Moore, Dawson Creek; F. Stefaniak, Evansburg, Last year
 Albert Nelson, Athabasca, VJW I, and an absentee from our banquets for a num-
 ber of years previous to that, brought two of his sons along as escorts. This
 time around he brought a third son, Alvin, and he was at one time a member of
 our Regiment. Al Norlander when he lived and worked in Sdmonton never seemed
 to find time to come out to our banquets. Now that he's retired and living in
 his retirement home in Valemount, BC, he managed to make it here. And then J.
 Thompson, one tine "C" Company member, was here from Hythe, Alberta, for the
 first time.

    The time finally came around when we were able to sit down and enjoy the
 evening's meal, a smorg. Before the eating began, however, we had the custom-
ary two minutes of silence in honor of our absent comrades. The marching in
 of the sword and our Regimental Colours followed, the colour guard was sup-
plied to us by our Militia Unit and they were, as in previous years, in fine
 form. Sword bearer honors went to Ernie Gairdner assisted by Charlie Blake-
ly and Dave Barbour, both well known members from VJW I and Dave Barbour hav-
ing travelled to be with us from Victoria.

    So we picked up and sat down and enjoyed an excellent meal supplied to us
by the Montgomery Legion staff.

    Seated at the head table for an evening of gaiety; Aid Ron Hayter, repre-
senting the City of Edmonton; MLA Les Zoung, representing the Provincial"
Government; from the Montgomery Legion, Tom Phelan, Legion President and
John Belec, Secty Manager; Roger Dupuis, President of our Association; LCol
D. Nislsen, 0/C, and GV.'O J. Bowen, from our young Battalion; 3d Boyd, H/Pres
of our Association and H/Col of the Militia Battalion; Rev. T,:. HaL1, Padre;
Trevor Jones, representing the BC Association; Ernie Gairdner, Kitimat, re-
presenting "new members"; Jim Botsford, Vice Pres our Association; Ralph
Craven and Barney Olson, both members of the Edmonton Exec Committee.
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    As it turned out, Ralph Craven and Barney Olson were seated at the head
 t-iblr: for what followed later, a surprise, a presentation of Regimental
 plaques for "services rendered" to the Association and its members over the
 past number of years. Ralph Craven has been Secretary of our Association for
 some 18 years, to date, and Barney Olson has been on the Executive for, in
 total some 25 years, the past 21 years as Treasurer and Membership as well as
 a few terms as "editor" of our Fortyniner magazine. The recipients of this
 presentation were indeed surprised and were very pleased to have been so
 honored.

    It was great to see as many of the members of our young Battalion turn out
 as there were. Close to sixty of them,,female and male, making their presence
 known. It is they who will be carrying on our traditions.

    A bottle of excellent Scotch was piped in to be awarded to our oldest at-
 tending member and it went to Charlie Blakely who was then in his 99th year.
 Charlie accepted the gift and immediately passed drinks out to those who were
 seated at his table - and anybody else who happened to be in the immediate
 vicinity.

    Following an excellent meal, there were the usual toasts given out, to the
 ^ueen, to the City of Edmonton, to the Regiment. Speeches were held to a
 minimum. Alderman Hayter welcomed one and all to the city for this event.
 LCol Nielsen gave us a short bit about how our Regiment has been carrying on
 for the past year.

    All the formalities having been done with, the colour guard marched in
 again and picked up the colours, the sword bearer retrieved our traditional
 sword and they were marched off to our "Bonnie Dundee".

    The bars, -.;hich had been shut down during the time of the meal, opened up.
 Members who had brought their wives or lady guests, located them from other
 places in the Legion building. The dance band got going and before long the
 floor was occupied by dancing couples.

    So the evening proceeded as it was intended and those that remained to
 dance enjoyed themselves. Those who weren't occupied with dancing had much
to talk about.

   To list the others of those who were in attendance in addition to those
who have already been mentioned. W. D. Smith was probably the member who had
travelled the greatest distance to be with us. He came from his "winter home"
in Arizona. Jim and Sally Foote missed their first banquet in a number of
years. They arranged to spend this winter in the "deep south". Trevor Jones
as well as Dave Barbour and Sid Fry were with us from the Island. Bill Remple
BC Association President, had intended to be here but last minute changes had
altered his plans.

   From the Mewburn Vets' Home; Stan Alexander, Stan Blomberg, Jim Hoyle, Ree
Flowers, Bob MacSachem, Ed Schening, Joe Sutter and Bob Toma.

   "Pop" Morgan, always in attendance at our "gatherings" and most times help-
ing our bank balance by selling playing cards for some prize or other, un-
fortunately was in hospital at the time of this banquet undergoing an ouer-
ation. As noted in the "Last Post" columns, "Pop" passed away in early June.
He was a long time member of our Executive and he will certainly be missed by
all of us.

   From Sherwood Park, Lee Ahlstrom and Chuck Marshall, both former OCs of
our Regiment. Jim Sharkey, who recently came'back to this part of the country
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 after a few winters on the Island. "Buck" Getschel who also makes his home
 in the Park was  here. Mike Antonio and Bill Purves were here from Hythe;
 Ed Moore, Dawson Creek; Jake Goertzen, Valhalla; Bob Prowd, Grande Prairie;
 Joe Turions, High Prairie; Charlie Whelan, Rycroft; P. Thiesson, Beaverlodge,
 all representatives from the Peace Country. Jimmy Duncan and Sam Atkinson,
 who usually make it, failed to come this time but sent in their dues with
 some of the members who did come.

    "Amby" Ambrose was the lone member from Lake Isle; Al Baker, Gibbons; Ed
 Beaudry, Tofield; Stan Bath, Wainwright; "Tiny" English, Two Hills; Herman
 Erickson, Ganrose; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Sam Lenko, Sangudo; Bob Jardine,
 Ardrossan; J. B. McDonald, Mayerthorpe; Frank Petley, Calgary; Alex Matheson,
 Hinton; Art Robinson, St.Albert; Barney Weir, Two Hills; Vie Tillett, Verm-
 ilion; Frank Leach, Edson.

    From Edmonton: Gordon Armstrong, former OC; Marshall Baydala; "Pinky"
 Beaton; Jack Birmingham; Alex Bolinski; Howard Bone; John Budzinski; Gus
 Campbell; Rollie Castagner; Stan Chettleborough; Paul Coty; Bill Graig; Andy
 Dahl; Joe Decoine; Ted Dombroski; Harvey Farrell; Bob Knox; "Gig" Field;
 H. J. Funk; Fred Gaschnitz; Bob Hidson; P. Kutinsky; Ted-James; Don Matsen;
 Sid Jones; Steve Kmiech; Ron LeBas; Steve Latoski; Bill Moody; Owen Moses;
 Len Mundorf; John MacLean; Art McCormack; Jack McCulloch; Mark McKain; Hugh

  McKay; Gordon and Wally McVee; Hugh McCulloch; Norm Parks; Bill Parry; Joe
 Poirier; Bill Polhill; Wuiff Preuss; M. Lund; "Pete" St.Pierre; Ken Stewart;
 Bill Shaw; Vince Westacott; Bill Teleske; Marcel Tettamente; Doug Turner;
 Maurice White; Keith Wakefield; Jim Wilson; Geoff Wright; Bob Wilson; Jim
 Fleck; Mel McPhee; George Ross.

    From other points in B.C.: Ray Lewis, Trail and Ken Coupland, Golden.
    We have probably missed mentioning someone, if so, our apologies.

                            A   DOG'S   L I_F_E_                              ;

    Everbody who has a dog calls him either LOVER or BOY. I call mine SEX. Now, ;
 SEX is a very embarassing name. One day I took SEX for a walk and he ran away  |
 from me. I spent hours looking for the dog. A policeman came over to me and    i
 said, "What are you doing in this alley at 4 o'clock in the morning?" I said   !
 I'm looking for SEX." My case comes up on Thursday.                            |

    One day I went to City Hall to get a dog license and I told the clerk, "I
 would like to have a license- for SEX." He said, "I would like to have one
 too." Then I said, "But this is a dog." And he said he didn't care how she
 looked. Then I said, "You don't understand. I have had SEX since I was two
 years old." He said, "You must have been a very strong baby."                  !

    I told him when my wife and I separated, we went to court to fight for      |
 the custody of the dog. I said, "Your Honor, I had S3X before I was married."  |
 And the Judge said, "Me too." When I told him that I had SEX on TV he said,    I
 "Show off." I told him that it was a contest and he told me that I should      |
 have sold tickets. I also told the Judge the story about the time my wife      |
 and I were on our honeymoon and we took our dog, SEX, with us. When we check-  J
 ed into the motel I told the clerk that I wanted a room for my wife and I,
 and a special room for SEX. The clerk said that every room in the motel was    j
 for SEX. Then I said, "You don't understand, SEX keeps me awake at night."     j
 And the clerk said, "Me too."                                                  |

    I give up .......               Submitted by; Al Baker, Gibbons.      I
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                                REV. EDGAR J. BAILEY

     Following our lengthy stay in the winter line north of Ortona, the area
  was slowly being turned over to the Indian Army and our Canadian Forces were
  heading for what turned out to be participation in the breaking of the Hitler
  Line.

     The Hitler Line was to be in my estimation the toughest single battle that
  the Loyal Eddies took part in. Indeed it turned out as a day on which the
  casualties for our 2nd Brigade (Pats, Seaforths, Edmontons) were the largest
  for any single day's fighting of a Canadian Brigade during our Italy stay.

     We had passed by the Monte Cassino area and the Gustav Line on our way to
  the Hitler Line. In the last issue of the Fortyniner I mentioned that in 1985
  when Ed Boyd, Bill Lesick, an Edmonton MP, and myself had climbed to the top
  of Monte Cassino we were amazed at the complete visual sight the Germans had
  of the entire country side. Every movement could be spotted for several miles
  around the mountain.

     In the vicinity of the Hitler Line enemy defences would have been several
 miles deep. Probably every kind of defensive weapon they could think of and
  it would be up to us to get through it.

     We had been waiting for several days before the first attacks were nade by
 us. During the period of waiting we were continually being subjected to art-
 illery and anti-tank fire by the enemy.

     I well remember standing with one of our officers, I believe it was Ralph
 Hayter, and in between us, talking, was Private Genereux. An anti-tank shell
  came between Hayter and me and cut Genereux in two. Ammunition trucks which
 were in amongst the tanks were hit and they would keep on exploding for some
 time. Many of our supporting tanks were blown up before they even got a chance
 to fire a shot in anger.

    LCol Rowan Goleman was our CO at the time. He wasn't able to get reports
 satisfactorily from the forward troops so he went up to where the action was
 taking place. While there he was wounded several times, badly enough that he
 had to be evacuated.

    Major Alan Macdonald, 2 I/C at the time, being wounded by a sniper, man-
 aged to make his way back to Brigade Headquarters on his own and there gave
 them his report on the problems the Regiment was having. Before bein" sent
 down the line, LCol Coleman turned over temporary command of the Regiment to
 Major Frank McDougall.

    By the end of the day on May 23rd the Hitler Line defences had been pen-
 etrated and broken by our troops and the road to Rome was now being opened.

    At one time during the battle I remember our Medical Officer, Captain
 Egan, being very concerned that no casualties were arriving at the Regimental
 Aid Post. He thought that he must go forward to serve the Regiment but on his
 way up to the front he got "pinned down" and was forced to take refuse in an
 empty farmhouse.                                                    @

    Once Capt Sgan had .^one forward the casualties started arriving in ouite
 considerable numbers and since I was the only officer in the vicinity at the
 time, and fortunately a trained graduate nurse, I was able to sign all the
 field casualty cards. I was also able to establish priorities for those who
 were being sent down the line to a field ambulance or hospital.

    In a previous issue of the Fortyniner I have written of some of the heroes
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 of that day, George Campion, "Sally Ann" Brown, for a couple of them. There
 were many others as well whose story will never be told and who were just.as
 brave in their own way. Stories not told, that is, unless someone else other
 than me who can remember comes forward and relates them.

    I think of Lieut J. Sherman for one, son of Archbishop Sherman of Winnipeg.
 This was his first major battle. Although he was wounded on two different oc-
 casions he felt he must continue to carry on with his men. In spite of many
 warnings to remain behind he kept going and on the third occasion he was
 killed.

    It was the time, also, when I think of Lieut Ron Arthurs who had crawled
 into a small dugout in an embankment for a short sleep. He was so exhausted
 that he was not awakened from his sleep when sand from the roof of the dug-
 out fell over him smothering him to death. The sand probably became dislodged
 due to the heavy vibrations from the steady pounding of the artillery.

    At the end of the day our Regiment, what was left of it, was given a map
 reference to proceed to for the night. When they arrived at the map reference
 the area had already been occupied by other troops. The Regiment had to move
 on to find another rest spot for that evening.

    On the following day. May 24th, when people at home in Canada were most
 probably celebrating Victoria Day, one of the clerks from the Orderly Room
 and myself had. the task of clearing away some 220 dead comrades scattered
 throughout all the minefields and the debris of a very bitter battle.

    We were able to use German and Italian prisoners of war to dig the graves
 after our Engineers had laid out a. cemetery. Canadian volunteer troops in the
 vicinity were used to find the many scattered bodies of our Canadian dead. We
 then held a mass funeral with the fullest military honours we were able to
 give. It was a funeral attended by General Chris Vokes.

    Following the funeral the clerk and I had to document, in quintuplicate,
 all the casualties, process their personal belongings that they had on them
 plus their dog tags and later to write to all the relatives for whom we were
 able to find addresses.

    The Regiment had proceeded on ahead while we were doing all this and so
 on the next day when we were finished we had to try and find them. '/.'hen we
 did locate them I remember being so exhausted that I found a small slit trench
 and immediately went to sleep in it. When I awakened it was to find that the
 unit, trucks, guns, etc.-had moved on and so we had to start looking for them
 all over again.

    This time- we really got lost just beyond Frosinone. We found ourselves a
,couple of miles ahead of the advancing Patricias under the command of LCol

 "Gammy" Ware. I think the Germans, if there were any in the neighborhood, mst
 have let us pass through thinking probably we were some sort of a ruse that
 was being tried on them prior to another battle.

    We did finally manage to locate our Regiment so life came back to being
 "normal" again.

    Major Jim Stone, who had been away from the Regiment on a commander's
 course, returned to the unit and assumed temporary command. A week or so
 later LGol H. P. "Budge" Bell-Irving arrived to assume command and Jim Stone
 returned to being 2 I/C.

    The Regiment held a memorial service honoring those who had fallen during
 the battle for the Hitler Line.
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     Once again we gathered happily at the Astor Motel, Burnaby, for our annual
  General Meeting and Banquet, the first Saturday in February. Johnny Eggleston
  had made his usual splendid arrangements for this affair. He also informed us
  that in the fall of this year he would be moving to Leduc, Alberta, and thus
  this would be his last tour of duty as Vancouver 'Director'.

     Thanks for all the help you have given us, John. Don't forget us.
     Bill Remple opened up the usual hospitality suite during the early after-

  noon. It was well stocked with the unexpended rations from our last summer's
  picnic bar. Cheer and greetings were dispensed to all comers.

     At 1600 hours we assembled in the dining room and swapped more tales and
  greetings until such a time as Ed Bradish could warm up his "pipes" and get
  us to our places at the tables. Some 40 plus of our "old" comrades, WW I and
  II, of our Regiment sat down to dinner together. A number similar to those
 turning out last year.

    This year we were pleased to have with us our Regimental Colours under a
 Colour Guard of a Lieutenant, R.S.M., a Warrant Officer and a Sergeant  They
 came to be with us from Griesbach Barracks, Edmonton, for the occasion. A
 first for us here. The Colour Guard "Marched On" our Colours to the stirring
 strains of our "Bonnie Dundee" on the "pipes". The Unit Colours were display-
 ed behind our head table during the dinner.

    We much appreciated this honour from our Regiment and truly enjoyed the
 smartly turned-out and interesting Regimental guests.

    President Bill called for a minute's silence in memory of departed com-
 rades. Dave Petrie said the Grace.

    Then in his opening remarks the President welcomed the presence of some
 of the members from the Prairies: Al Baker, Stan Jones and Dave and Sam Lenko
 from Edmonton, as well as the members of the Colour Guard.

    "Pip" Muirhead and Dave Petrie represented our "Old Guard" of WW I at the
 head table. Dave Barbour and Len Dawes, from the Island, were unable to come
 on a last moment decision - and we did not hear from Bill Lowden.

    Two Loyal Eddies joined us for the first time from the Vancouver area. Dave
 Gilmour and Cliff Bilou. Nice to have you both turn out.

    Greetings had been received from some of our absent members and President
 Bill passed their good words on to us. There was Ernie Black, Bill Dunbar was
 in the Caribbean; Crawford Glew in Maui; Jack and Norm Furnell couldn't come
 and Archie Greene was in Mexico. Jack Harris, Ralph Hayter, Tommy Huntington.
 Don Jacquest, Mervin Kirby, were all on "sick parade".

    Then there was Frank McDougal, Jack McBride, Wilt Moreau, Dave Mundv
 Ralph Paulsen was in Florida, Bill Rhind, Jack Rosser, Don Russel, NickSvkes
 was in California, Len Tuppen, Al Wachter, Jack Washbum and after a couple
 o0^^^^331" listtl- steve Henke sent us his new address fr- ^

   The Loyal Toast was then proposed and drunk and we settled down to our as
 always excellent dinner.

   Following the dinner, the head table was introduced, our glasses were or-
dered "to be charged" and "Scotty" Adamson proposed the Toast to the Regiment
that recalled incidents of WW II, both the hardships and the humour

   Next the Treasurer, Keith MacGregor, gave his report and we find that our
finances remain in good health. Well enough that motions were made and sec-
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 onded by Jack Childs and Archie McCallum that our Association send along e-
 nough money to pay for one band uniform for our Regimental Band. As well Les
 Taplin and Earl Lohn sponsored a motion to send a donation along to our Reg-
 imental Museum. Approval for both the motions was unaminous and the amounts
 were dispatched forthwith.

    The decision was also made that the venue for our next General Meeting and
 Banquet should be changed to a more central Vancouver area and this was agreed
 on. Consequently our next General Meeting will be held February 6, 1988, a
 Saturday, and the location will be the Sandman Hotel, 180 W Georgia St., in

 Vancouver.
    Les Taplin moved a vote of thanks to Johnny Eggleston, our hard-working

 outgoing and 'moving to the Prairies' director. It was heartily seconded and
 approved by all members.

    Jim Stone and Dave Petrie moved and seconded a vote of thanks to Barney
 Olson for his excellent work on our Regimental magazine, "The Fortyniner".
 This also was given enthusiastic approval.

    "Pip" Muirhead, our 'last survivor' of the original BC Branch Executive,
 said some nice things about our current BC Association while paying tribute
 to the original founders. It was a tribute endorsed by all present and I'm
 sure by all those who were unable to be with us.

    John Dougan, who had recently toured the battlefields with the Canadian
 Staff College, gave an interesting talk on the Gothic Line battle from the
 company level viewpoint.

    The Honourable "Budge" Bell-Irving reminisced a bit on the battle for the
 San Fortunate Ridge, giving us some insights on what had happened at the bat-
 talion level as well as higher levels of command.

    Both speakers were warmly thanked and loudly applauded.
    Percy Darlington, Officer I/C our Nominating Committee, brought forth his

 list of candidates for the coming year's Committee:

                    President      Bill Remple
                    Secty Treas    Keith MacGregor

      Directors - Jack Childs, Ken McKenzie, John Dougan, Les Taplin

    It was moved, seconded and carried that nominations cease and the above
 slate of officers was duly declared elected.

    That brought to an end the official portion of the day and we left the
 dining room thinking of old and far-off times.

    We re-assembled in the hospitality suite to "clean up" the "heels" and to
 come up with a few, probably tall, tales and old friendships became renewed
 friendships as night became morning.

    Truly a grand evening!
    Other old soldiers who "fell in" at the cookhouse and who have not been

 previously mentioned: Sam Hately and Mel Likes dropped in from Madeira Park,
 neither one has been seen around here for a number of years. There was Jim
 Craig, Bruce Endicot, Les Duncan, Sid Fry, Al Gracie, Walter Holmes, Ken Hall,
 Dave LaRiviere, Ray Lewis, Gordon Mclntosh, Fred Paupst, Charlie Swan from
 Alberta, W. T. Whitlock, "Pomeroy" Wrate, Norm Dack.

    We hope that you can all make it back again next year, first Saturday in
 February and in Vancouver.

                                                     Keith MacGregor
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    The day dawned brightly and it was warm and clear. A work party consist-
 ing of Art Bird, Ken McKenzie, Keith MacGregor, Bill Remple and Percy Dar-
 lington "fell in" under the leadership of Jack Childs. The place was Saxe
 Point Park and the time was 0930 hours, it was Sunday, August 2  1987,

    A Princess Pat work crew was already at the picnic grounds under MCpl Sal-
 azar, an ex-Loyal Eddie militia member. Capt.Breuse, our Patricia liaison of-
 ficer, was there and his area was to act as the trouble shooter.

    All the marquees, the P/A system, tables (covered by sparkling white table-
 cloths) and chairs were up in an hour. Jack and his party put up the flags,
 various signs that were needed and bunting. It all made for a magic and color-
 ful enclosure wherein our park liquor licence made the odd drink within the
 confines legal. Someone put a large bottle of wine on each table, saw to it
 that ashtrays were properly placed. Everything was ready by noon.

    At 1300 hours the bar was officially declared open and the first-comers to
 one of the larger picnics in some years were putting on their identification
 tags, greeting old friends and laying claim to a table. It was sitting in the
 sunshine for some and a shady spot for others.

    When 1400 hours arrived, John Dougan, our master-of-ceremonies for the day
 gently tested the P/A system to make certain it was working and then he call-
 ed on Padre McQuarrie for the invocation. Our old friend Padre Joe Cardy be-
 ing under the weather missed this year's annual gathering.

    There was a minute's silence in memory of our absent comrades. It came be-
 tween Jack Child's Last Post and Reveille on the trumpet and it was also
marked by Angus Grant playing the Lament on the pipes.

    President Bill Remple then welcomed the assembly and in particular some of
 our members who had come from Edmonton; "Springy" Springsteel, Jim Wilson,
 Barney Olson (Editor The Fortyniner), Chris Atkin, our Museum Director. Then
the "Old Guard", Dave Petrie, Alice and Dave Barbour and Earl and Mrs.Graham,
a WW I veteran returning to the fold. Also for the first time. Col Vince
Lilley. Greetings also to The Honourable "Budge" and Mrs. Bell-Irving; our
Inspecting officer. General and Mrs. George Kitching and from the PPCLI, LCol
Murray Edwards.

   President Bill also read out regrets from those old comrades who were un-
able to get here this time in person and greetings from those who would be
here in spirit.

   Jim Stone then fell in the "Old Guard", hustled them into military form-
ation in the best Sergeant Major tradition and voice, then turned them over
for inspection. General George Kitching, Inspector, found them a credit to
our Regiment (all of them over 90 and steadily at attention, despite wide
grins) and dismissed them to the comfort of the guardroom, in other words the
head table.

   John Dougan read out our Regiment's Battle Honours, then called on Alon
Johnson to take over the "mike".

   It just so happened that Jim Stone's birthday coincided with the date for
our annual picnic this time. The decision was made that just maybe we could
hold a joint celebration, what with it also being the 70th year for the or-
ganization of our Association.

   Alon's call to the "mike" was to begin some appropriate comment and to in-
troduce speakers for continuing comment on Jim's long, varied and (mostly)
illustrious career, army and civilian.
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    Alon briefly covered his schooling days^ early days in the Blue berry Moun-
tains of the Peace River Country^ there was bootlegging and motel operating.

    Art Bird sketched Jim's achievements as a tough, pragmatic yet compassion-
ate Provost Marshall following the war who, among other initiatives he brought
to the Corps of Military Police, founded their enduring and excellent charity
 for the blind children.

    Murray Edwards, former PPCLI, covered his service with our sister Regiment,
the Patricias, in that unsettling fracas in Korea and its highlight, the Bat-
tle of Kapyong.

    Les Taplin concluded with a summary of Jim's service to our own Regiment
where he held many ranks and soldiered in each one of them with a skill, ded-
ication and sense of fun that marked us all. Les also had a written message
from Don Gower, former "D" Company member, verifying some of his statements.

    A somewhat raucous threesome led a rousing version of "Marching To Berlin".
 It was joined by all present and vastly improved by the music of Doris and
 Jack Childs. All over the Saxe Point area they could hear and puzzle over the
 infamous lines,"You'11 go alone Stone-You'll go a-marching to Burma alone!"

    It then remained for "Budge" Bell-Irving to recall Jim's pride in, and
 staunch defence of, his Regiment and to then present to Jim our gift, a
 framed print of our Queen's and Regimental Colours suitably masked in the
Regimental colors.

    Jim made a short, suitable and amusing reply. A more lengthy response
 follows this report.

    Two very young and charming granddaughters of the Trevor Jones line pres-
 ented Esther Stone with a bouquet of flowers. Trevor, alas for Wales, had
 previously backed out of a singing part in the program.

    Esther Stone then hefted a long, heavy and old infantry sword and ceremo-
 niously cut the anniversary cake, a signal for the sounding of the call to
 the cookhouse.

    As has been the custom, the "Old Guard" was served at the headtable and
 the remainder of the gathered members and guests joined the long line of
 picnicers for their share of deliciously barbecued salmon and all the other
 goodies. Fine food cooked up and displayed by Sgt Hoffman and the PPCLI.

    So finally the shadows of the tall trees closed out the sunshine in the
 park, the table wine ran low, the Patricia work party lurked behind the
 barbecues and tents eagerly waiting for their chance at "cleaning up".

    At about 1700 hours we were saying our farewells, arranging other meet-
 ings and spending our last bar tickets. The little Saxe Point meadow re-
 turned to nature to wait and greet us a year hence.

    Among the many enjoying the outing were five of our lady members. We
 were most delighted to have them with us; Mary Beaton, Garry Brown, Jessie
 Middleton, Tina Oakey and Marjorie Sheldrake.

    Other members on parade: Scotty Adamson, Ralph Anderson, Bill Burkhold-
 er, Jim Craig, Johnny Eggleston, Pete Ferguson, Sid Fry, Norm Furnell,
 Crawford Glew, Archie Greene, Dave Gaulter (who checked in quietly from
 Thorsby, Alta) Walter Holmes, Steve Jossul, Ray Lewis, Jack McBride, D. D.
 McCulloch, Verne McKeage, Doug Rogers, Jack Rosser, Bob Summersgill, Len
 Tuppen, Jim Watson and Bob Wilson.

    Bless you all until we meet again!
                                                       Keith MacGregor



 I/ BRITISH^ thanfe r/?a^ I beg enough

 /' COLUMBIAyou you ^g^ space in our
 ^- "Fortyniner" to

\1 ANXTTTATthank Ihose many wonderful friends of mine who honoured me
\i "@^'-1@'>'UAL.on the occasion of my seventy ninth birthday.

 \It was August 2nd, the day of the Annual Picnic of the

\ I PICNICBritish Columbia Branch of our Regimental Association and it
\\would have been proper for me to have died in those minutes

l\ 1 \ T w_ r* m i i 1  ^\  n      of reflected glory.
   \,\              11 WSB one of the most memorable days of my life and my

      x          emotions were so aroused that even on the next day I could
 not sink a single "putt" on my favorite golf course.

    The whole affair came to me as a complete surprise although I was informed
 after the event that Esther, my wife, was aware. Not a bean did she spill I
 May I say that I am still beating her severely for keeping me in the dark.'

    The programme was beautifully organized and, as I was later to learn, re-
 hearsed. John Dougan served as the Master of Ceremonies at the Picnic and
 after our customary invocation and the parade of the First War Veterans  he
 called Alon Johnson to the microphone. From then on I sat in amazement and
 listened to Alon outline somewhat sketchily my personal history with some
 accuracy. It was all done in the most witty manner, indicating his great ex-
 perience as a "ROAST"-master. I felt flattered to the point of embarassment
 but loved every minute of it.

    Les Taplin, who served with me all through WW II and who it has been a
 great pleasure to meet on many occasions since the war, recalled several in-
 cidents in which we were both involved. His story was embellished with humour
 and some exageration but he was most kind to me in his remarks.

    Alon Johnson recalled that in Italy I had suggested that as the war with
 Germany would soon be over, we should all volunteer for the unfinished war
 in the Far East against the Japanese. This was a signal for Keith MacGregor
 and Bill Remple to join him at the microphone and bellow out a couple of the
 verses of "Marching To Berlin" with special emphasis on the last verse,
 "You'll go alone. Stone". It was very well done and caused much comment.

    Murray Edwards, "imported" from the PPCLI, talked of our joint experiences
 in Korea and also was lavish with his praise of my performance. Murray has
always had a place in ny memory of Korean days and he was not without honour
in his tour of duty with me. He is not a member of our Association and it was
most kind of him to come to our picnic and speak,

   Art Bird, who originally served with our Regiment, "A" Company, but trans-
ferred to the Canadian Provost Corps on its expansion and in which unit he
attained the rank of Major before retiring, spoke of my service as Provost
Marshall of the Canadian Army. It was a tour of duty in which I take great
pride. He mentioned the Canadian Military Police Fund for Blind Children
which I started in 1957 and of which they made me a Patron for life  Art's
tribute to iry performance of duty as Canada's Chief Military Policeman save
me a real glow of satisfaction.

   His Honour, former Brig Gen, immediate past Lieutenant Governor of the
Province of British Columbia, "Budge" Bell-Irving, joined in the fun of the
"ROAST". Along with his charming wife. Nancy, they left a family gathering at
their summer home "Paisley", to be with us at Saxe Point Park.

   I was "Budge's" second-in-command when he commanded our Regiment during
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 some of the toughest fighting that our Regiment took part in during the Ital-
 ian campaign.

    Knowing him well, "Budge's" complimentary remarks concerning my service
 with him were really appreciated. He was most kind to come such a distance to
 be with us for only a few hours. A typical "Budge" Bell-Irving gesture of
 friendship and comradeship.

    Maj Gen Kitching, George to us aH, then presented to me, on behalf of the
 Regimental Association, a beautifully framed replica of the Colours of our
 Regiment. These Colours now hang in a place of honour on the wall of my den.

    Esther was presented with a bouquet of flowers. She was then given the
 honour of cutting a huge birthday cake which celebrated the 70th anniversary
 of our Regimental Association. She did this with a flair and then in the man-
 ner of Chi Chi Rodriguez, pro golfer, returned the sword to an imaginary
 scabbard.

    What a day!
    I was emotionally exhausted and exhilarated by the flattery and the after-

 noon's program enhanced further ny considerable ego. As I said earlier, I
 should have died right there in the moment of my full glory.

    I can only say thank you to all. You made me feel that life has been worth
 living.

                                                      Jim Stone

                         C 0 M M E N   S I^E  ^R_A U^Sl
                                 (Come On Out)

    Do any of you remember the question we used to find printed on the sides
 of 'liberated' packages of German hardtack - "Kamerad, kenst du knackebrot?"
 Roughly - "Do you know about hardtack?"

    Perforce, most of us learned a few words of German. The usual things like,
 "Achtung Minen!" (Attention mines!) or "Hande hochi" (Hands up); and even
 sometimes, "Wie gents?" (how are you?). As you can see, simple little words
 that helped us to get along.

    One nigrat in the outskirts of Florence, and adding to its immense total
 of German, prisoners, 13 Platoon captured a chubby and talkative "gefreiter"
 of the enemy supply organization. Sergeant Haase, then 13 Platoon Sergeant,
 said (it sounded like) "Vere do you eommen vrom?"

    The prisoner replied, "Ich coramen vrom Wien."
    "Ach," replied Haase, "Mine Vatter(father) vas gebom dere."
    For several more lines of conversation I thought that they were merely

 conversing in heavily accented English.
    Some years later, while I was in Viet Nam, some of my German came back to

 me when I found it was the only language I had, very imperfectly, in common
 with my Polish counterpart. We could identify food and weapons to some ex-
 tent, agree or disagree and greet each other in German. The only really spon-
 taneous conversation I had with him took place one time in a car. As we pass-
 ed a large institutional building he said, "Das 1st ein schule, nicht war?"
 "Nein, Herr Oberst," I replied, "1st ein krankenhaus (hospital)."

    Just then a South Vietnamese police car pulled out of the building's gate.
 "Ach," we both nodded, for once in complete agreement, "ist der Polizie."

    The war was indeed an education.

                                                  Keith MacGregor
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    What do you think the odds would be of one Regiment having two veterans
 reaching the age of 100 years in the same year?

    This is the year that it has happened. In 1982, John Barker, White Rock,
 B.C. reached the magic number. This year we have had two 49ers reaching the
 age 100 - that must be some kind of a record;

                               SYDNEY J. HUGHES
    The first one from our Regiment, WW I, to turn 100 lives in Calgary and

 we were not aware of his birthday or of his being a 49er until after it had
 all happened.

    Our Calgary correspondent, Frank Petley, came forward with the information.
 He didn't say how he came to get the information since there was no large cel-
 ebration. We presume that it was through the facilities of the Legion.

    Sydney Hughes was born in London, England, August 14, 1887. It is assumed
 that on his arrival in Canada at an early age he went to Calgary since there
 has been his place of residence since 1911.

    He enlisted in Calgary, Service No. 446066, in a reinforcement unit, and
 proceeded overseas in 1917. While in England he was posted to the 49th Bn,
 that was April, 1917@ and he served with the Battalion at the battlefront
 until October of that year when he was severely wounded in the right arm and
 shoulder. Subsequently he was invalided out of the forces and went back to
 Calgary to reside.

    He was a member of the Calgary Fire Department in 1914 until he joined the
 army and on his return from overseas and having recovered from his wounds, he
 rejoined the fire department serving with it over a period of time, 39 years.

    During WW II Sydney served with the Veterans Guard of Canada with the rank
 of Lieutenant. His duties were as a Fire Prevention Officer at various POW
 camps throughout the province of Alberta.

    He now resides at the Mayfair Nursing Home in Calgary. He is mentally al-
 ert, in fairly good health but is blind and requires a walker to move around.

    Since he has always resided in Calgary he was never aware of there being
 an Association such as we have, therefore has never been a member.

                            ROBERT CHARLES BLAKELY
   The other member reaching the age of 100 years is. our own Charlie Blakely.

Charlie has attended almost all of our mid summer picnics, for some years he
has been the winner of our "bottle of Scotch" awarded to the oldest member
attending our annual banquet in January of each year.

   He came West from Ontario in 1908, stopped off in Saskatoon were he was
employed breaking wild horses. For a short time he worked for the CP Railway
in Saskatoon and then he became a fireman. In 1912 he moved to Edmonton,
worked for the fire department here as well. Then came WW I, 1915, and en-
listment in the 49th Battalion on March 15, a member of "C" Company.

   When our Regiment arrived overseas, Charlie, since he had some experience
with horses, got moved to the "horse transport company" and was with them
when the Battalion arrived in France in October of that year.

   Following a short stint with the horses he transferred to a newly formed
machine gun company of the 49th. It was while with them, in 1916, the battle
of the Somme, that Charlie was wounded in the leg and was evacuated to a base
hospital in England.

   After some four months of doing light duties, etc. in England, he returned
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to the 49th in time to rejoin his "old" transport company, take part in the
I'pres battle and end up with the Regiment at MonSo                           J

   Foilow-ng the war Charlie took up fanning in the Red Deer area, got married
and rais.ed a family... Then came retirement in Edmonton and Charlie has been
attending banquets and picnics ever since,

   We had a birthday      at our picnic on August 15 in honor of this great
occasion. There was a sword to cut the cake and everything went well. The cake

    cut up into suitably sized pieces and served to all -present.
   There     also a lar-ge bottle of Scotch to go along with the cake@ Not that

Charlie drinks Scotch,,, he saved the bottle for th@ next day, Sunday, and those
who      at the picnic drank to his good health     a much longer life,

   His actual dafce of birth     September 7 and Charlie's family and neighbors
gathered ab his      for another large celebration on that day.

In cheeking through      of the docurosnts from the        of ou.r Gen. W.A.
Griesbaeh which are at our         the follomng "treasured letter" is
which at the      -was probably much appreciated?

                                         Headquarters 49th Battalion, G.E.,
                                         Ed-monton,,, Alberta,

                                                              9th April, 1915
               Fro!a;~ Li eut. Col tW,, A. Griesbaeh

                         G.O. 49th Battalions C.E.F.

               Tos    Miss Edna Glarke,

               My Dear Edna;
Captain .and
Quarter-Baster-       I am       to      your Daddy away across the sea.,

  Glarke            H@ is going to look after us     supply -us Mith
               all we shall have to eat. He Mil also have to find for us
               all the clothes we wear and the blankets we sleep in@ His
              @work is very important..

                     In carrying out his work properly he must. not be
               worried by thou^its of how things     going at home, so
              you will have to      care of your little sisters and also
               of your mother,         that, they are well and strong and
               happy, so that -when I bring your Daddy back to you. I will
               find that you have all been well while he     away, and
               that. you have been a      little girl, doing what yaw
              mother told you. to do,     being kind and. cheerful all the
               fcisie@

                                              I have the honour to be,

                                              Your obedient servant,

                                                 W,A,Griesbach
                                                       Lt.Col.

                                              G,0. 49th Battalion, C.E.F.



                                        by

                                 K. D. F. McKanzie

   When it came time for the Loyal Eddies to leave our positions in Italy it

was found that there was a large quantity of Pionesr Platoon stores in excess

of establishment.

   Where the surplus ever came from no one seemed to know. Pioneers where

never known to have ordered more material than they could actually use. It was

apparent, however, that some stores could not accompany us to our destination

in France. There just wasn't room for it all. Among these stores was a rather

large amount of explosives. We knew that grenades would kill fish and we also

"reasoned that the larger the amounts of explosives used tne larger would be

the size of the fish and the greater the quantities.

   So, at the beaches of Cesenatico, a fishing expedition took place. The sur-

plus explosives were disposed of and created the expected subterannean casual-

ties. To the multitudes fresh fish did indeed prove a welcome respite from

M and V.
   And so the Pioneer Platoon, along with the rest of our Battalion, moved

across Italy. We sailed to the south shore of France, Marseilles to be exact,

then moved as far as Holland, where we crossed the Ijssel River.

   Mine sweeping, amongst other activities, kept us quite busy on the West-

ern side of the River. We swept one road up to a forward company, I don't re-

member which rifle company it was, and the road -was quite freely used by our

vehicles for several days. Unfortunately we had not picked up all the mines,

a Dutch farmer moving along the road with his horse and wagon exploded a Tel-

ler mine that we had in some way missed and the result was most unfortunate.
   We also did some bridging. The Germans had blown a bridge (not Nijmegan)

and it was decided that it should be replaced by the Battalion's Pioneers.

   Were steel beams available? No. 'Were wooden beams available? No.

   Many trees line the road to the bridge and we determined that they were

tall enough that they could span the river when cut down. So down came the

trees and they were manhandled into position. It was at once apparent that

the "beams" were very green and thus extremely flexible. Crude (and they were
very crude!) approaches and decking were prepared. Since the bridge was sup-

posed to carry vehicles up to a Jeep in size, and since my calculations in-

dicated that, with my generous safety factors, the trees -should support a 15

hundredweight truck, I decided to put it to the test. With extreme caution,

and even greater trembling, the truck was inched across the bridge. It made

it!

   The bridge had sagged in the middle a bit almost touching the water but

we got the vehicle across. To this day I do not recall how the vehicle was

returned to the other side but I'm fairly certain that I did not make the

return trip on it.

   As long as we remained in the area the bridge held up for all the Jeep

traffic that used it.

   In mid April, 1945, word was received at our Battalion HQ that several

thousands of German troops were waiting near Hoevelaken, Holland, to surrend-

er to the Loyal Edmonton Regiment. An armored column under the command of LCol

Jim Stone was formed and immediately set out to collect all the Lugers, Reich-

marks, Guilders, etc. that would become available. En route to accept the sur-

render a number of trees were suddenly felled behind our advancing column and
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up in front of the column a massive concrete road block had been convenient-
ly dropped into place.

   While "Big Jim" and the Armour Commander rested and quaffed some liber-
ated brew (from a nearby house), the Pioneers got to work in an attempt to
try and remove the concrete.

   Our efforts could have been compared to those of a blowtorch against an
iceberg. And as I was reporting this notable lack of success in removing the
concrete to our CO, I was rudely interrupted by the deathless prose of Keith
MacGregor as he uttered those words he had sworn never to use, "I've been
hit".

   This was all too much for Jim Stone. Observing the "hit" on his Intellig-
ence Officer, Keith MacGregor, hearing the enemy artillery shells landing all
too close to us, which incidently immobilized my jeep, he decided that the
Germans were not in all that much of a mood for surrendering as he had been
previously informsd.

   The CO, therefore, ordered a strategic withdrawal.
   Our total loss; one Intelligence Officer, a few Beehives and a damaged

but salvagable Jeep. Much to our dismay the Jeep w"*s replaced by one of the
new armoured 15 cwts.

   In late April, 1945, the Pioneer Platoon was, for a very short time, in
excess of establishment, personnel-wise, when we were joined by a British
parachutist.

   Truce negotiations, aimed at providing some relief to the starving Dutch,
were to be conducted in the area occupied by the Patricias. Brigadier Bogert
was to go forward in our area in order to escort the German negotiating team
to the negotiating site in Achterfeld on April 2?. Some of us went forward,
on the 26th, under a rather grubby white flag, to clear the road of mines.
We advanced up the road into wh'rb we knew to be enemy occupied territory,
feeling cuite conspicuous and not at all sure that Tedeschi would honour our
flag. ^

   Moving past a few houses, which I could have sworn were full of MG42's
trained on me, I was taken quite aback to see a khaki clad figure emerge
from one of the houses and hasten to join us. It turned out that this was
one of the airborne troops who had landed at Arnhem, in the "Bridge Too Far"
episode. He had been concealed by the Dutch underground from the Germans
since September, 1944. Ve were delighted to accept him into our group and
we brought him back with us when we withdrew into our lines on completion
of our mine sweep.

   During this time in durops we saw very little, if anything, of the En-
gineers. In fact I felt we were doing a lot of jobs which were more proper-
ly Sapper tasks. When the Berlin Brigade was preparing to move, some of our
Pioneers were attached to a company of Engineers to assist them in their
arduous chores of painting direction signs, etc. of one sort or another.

   Much to my chagrin I found that the Pioneers were doing all the work,
the Sappers seemed to be at play, chasing girls, drinking b^er and schnapps,
any obher thing they could think of but work. With LCol Stone's help the
situation was before long rectified and our overworked Pioneers were return-
ed to the fold.

   One of the prouder pcsessions of the Pioneer Platoon was a motorcycle, a
B3A Monarch, I believe, for which the British Provost Corps had, apparently,
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no further use. Suitably repainted with our '62' identification and First
Div markings it served us well in Italy where it came into our establishment.
It was carried along to France on the floor of our Platoon 60 cwt and this'
"excess baggage" was one of the reasons we had to get rid of some of our ex-
plosives in Italy.

   The bike served us with distinction in NW Europe, on at least one occas-
ion "running away" from a Canadian Provost Corps member riding on a Harley
Davidson.

   VJith the end of hostilities in Europe certain and our return to Canada
imminent, the bike rose to evsn greater heights of excellence in performance
when it was transferred to ths deserving Dutch in return for some liquid re-
freshments needed in one of our final Pioneer Platoon celebrations.

    The battlefield was usually covered in military debris - mostly theirs.
 If I had a basement full of some of those items now I would probably be a mil-
 lionaire. Not long ago I saw a German helmet go for $60 at an auction. But I
 digress.

    My army issue having been a trusty 45 Cal automatic pistol, with which I
 could just barely hit a barn at thirty feet, I once decided to increase ny
 firepower with an abandoned but perfectly good Schmauser sub-machinegun and
a couple of magazines to fit it. So far the battle had been over before I had
managed to come within ny effective pistol range. Some rounds I had fired
more in hopeless frustration than with deadly intent. At the rate I was going,
two magazines should last me at least a year. Besides, so I had heard, German
 snipers preferred officers as targets and the officers were usually identified
by their ridiculous hand weapons. To me, at the time, the Schmauser sounded
like it would be much better as a disguise.

    J.P.Turions, then a Corporal, undermined my new confidence in this enemy-
weapon pointing out that a Schmauser "sounded different" to our new Sten gun.
He maintained that I could easily sound like a "Tedeschi" and perhaps receive
some unwelcome attention from my friends. However, thoughtfully, I "slung" my
new and beautifully machined acquisition - now reserved for daylight use only.

   I carried it in one battle - ending in the usual charging pursuit of a flee-
ing enemy rearguard and the capture of their recently abandoned "casa". From
a back window of the house I could see a German running down a hedgerow some
50 yards away. Taking careful aim I fired a burst. The German stopped and look-
ed back, so I fired another burst. He must have recognized the sound of the
gun since he appeared to be considering returning, so I fired the rest of the
magazine. I believe he made up his mind and was actually returning when a sec-
tion Bren gun opened fire from somewhere else close by. The German promptly
resumed his retreat, probably a bit faster than before. He soon disappeared
into the woods.

   Reluctantly I threw the Schmauser away. As beautiful a weapon as it was,
it was clearly a confusing and useless item. If I could miss with it at that
range, I might as well stick to my pistol or switch to hand grenades.

Keith MacGregor
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CROSSING THE NAVJCaLEO CANAL
                                        BY

                                JAMES R. STONE

    "Canadian soldiers peering over the top of the Fosso Ecchio's ei<7ht
    foot dyke on the misty afternoon of 12 December, 1944, could see"

    some 500 to 700 yards away across flat, treeless fields their next

    objective - the Naviglio Canal whose 20 foot earthen embankment form-

    ed their western horizon."        (Extract - The Canadians In Italy)

    The Loyal Eddies had done their share - a fairly long spell - in the line.
 So we deserved a little respite from both the early x'/inter cold and the ever"

 present enemy bullets,

    Relieved from our forward positions we pulled back to a bivouac area to

 partake of a hot meal, have a good clean-up and try and catch some rest.
    Almost immediately after having settled down in our rest area I received

 a message from 1 Div HQ that as of NOW! our Regiment was to be under the com-

 mand of 1st Cdn Brigade and that I was to report at once to the 1st Brigade

 Commander, Brigadier Desmond Smith. I took off at once leaving our Battalion

 in the capable hands of Alan Macdonald and I proceeded by Jaep to 1 3de HO.
    Our 1st Brigade had had good success @""'@@@@@@@-@@@@@@@@@@@@@@-^@i

 when it came time for them to cross the                forward
 then dry canal. The Carleton & Yorks,      One Sunday evening, the fall of
 from 3rd Bde and placed under the corn-    1986, George Kitching, Alon John"

 mand of 1st Bde Commander Smith also,      sors@s John Dougan, myself, along

 made the initial assault. Successfully    with our wives,were having din-

 and quickly they made it across the       ner together. The food was excel-

 canal.                                    lent, the -wine flowed freely, and

    Then there was a good crossing by       thus there evoked a conversation

the Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment,   which almost always amongst vet-

the "Hasty Pees". The early morning of     erans naturally seems to turn to

December 13 found things looking in ex-         fighting the last war.

 cellent shape with a now well-developed     Al Johnson, with his usual mod-

Canadian bridgehead,                        esty, spoke of his incompetence

   Along about 0800 hours enemy infant-     sis a warrior (something we all
ry, along with their tanks, counter-        knew!) but he did mention his

attacked and the Carlefcons came under       taking part in our Regiment's

very heavy assault. Under repeated at-    battle to cross the Naviglio Can-

tacks during the day their defences be-   o-ls early winter, December, 1944.

gan to drop back a bit but with help          He said it was one battle

from some of our Cdn tanks, etc. most      -that remained in his memory be-

of the bridgehead remained intact,          cause everything seemed to be

   Our assaulting battalions after many    properly planned and the plans

of these attacks by the enemy were get-          worked accordingly.

ting tired, however, and not in any con-    Because I remember the battle

dition to try and regain the territory    ^'V well, I decided to give the
they had fallen back from.                Editor of our magazine the choice

   Immediately on my arrival at Bde HQ,     of publishing ray story in the

Brigadier Smith informed me that his       "Fortyniner" or consigning it to

Brigade was taking a bit of a pounding          ^he wastepaper basket.

from the enemy forces. ,His only effect- .__________________J.R.Stone

               forward
  One Sunday evening, the fall of

 1986, George Kitching, Alon John-

  son, John Dougan, myself, along

  with our wives,were having din-

 ner together. The food was excel-

 lent, the -wine flowed freely, and

  thus there evoked a conversation

  which almost always amongst vet-

  erans naturally seems to turn to

       fighting the last war.

   Al Johnson, with his usual mod-

   esty, spoke of his incompetence
   as a warrior (something we all
   knew!) but he did mention his

   taking part in our Regiment's

 battle to cross the Naviglio Can-

 al, early winter, December, 1944.

     He said it was one battle
  @that remained in his memory be-

   cause everything seemed to be

  properly planned and the plans

        worked accordingly.

   Because I remember the battle

 very well, I decided to give the
 Editor of our magazine the choice

   of publishing ray story in the

  "Fortyniner" or consigning it to

       the wastepaper basket.

______________     J.R.Stone



Crossing The Naviglio Canal

 ive battalion at the moment was the "Hasty Pees" and that battalion had, for
 now, about "had it".

    The Carleton and York Regiment was holding on to its area on the southern
 end of the defences on the Naviglio Canal. In order to regain 'the bridgehead
 the Brigadier's instruction to me w>.s to move ray troops up and attack the
 enemy on the canal bank at 1200 hours - just like thati As we were bivouaced
 about three miles from the battle area at the time and it was now about 1000
 hours, the troops could barely march the distance and arrive there by the
 suggested "attack" time.

    My reply to the Brigadier was, to his surprise, "Impossible".
    I told him that first I wanted to visit the front,    ,...      ,u-" @v,y/.^

 find out what the situation was on the ground and    .^^l^^  '^'4V @(^W@Mt@
 look over the ares. th;it we were to attack. Then my @^('@^   ^^. '' .-'Sy^'^'-
 troops were to have a hot meal before marching up ^'@S^^   "^"^fi^//^ @'^@'
 to an assembly area and they would attack under       ''^^^^Gl^i'^^^^^ /^@>'
 a properly co-ordinated fire-plan. The troops    ^^^   ^^^^^4^' @'^ -v
 could attack and cross the "start line" at a    ^^^fP^^^&t^^S^L^
 time of 1600 hours.                              ^^^11'%^^^^^^^

    There followed a "sharp" discussion but be- j^^y "^IMf--0^""^^^^'' -^ A^^-
 fore long the Brigadier agreed that we should [^^r^^^fl il^SS"^^^' ^' --^ v^

    I then called Alan Macdonald on the field ^^^^^^^^3^^ ||%

 phone and told him to have the troops fed   //  /y^'o^^ffiyt"^^      '%@ f^f
 a hot meal, then to march them to an as-    //   jf ffff^fi"^ V^^ /a j]Ji ^SJ'^^-
 sembly area that I had chosen on the map.  //  /l^ i ^/v ^1^ ^^^li^^^00^^
 On their arrival at this designated spot ::::sJL^^^^^^
 they were to be dispersed as much as       ^"^^^^ff/'^^^^^             fi   /
 practicable. At the same time an "0"     Bagnac,iivall^^^^^^t__^^^ /^^-    ///;
 Group should be arranged for and ready ;:::::;:s^'_  ^^^^cARLE}<flii ^^  ^^S ///@{
to receive my instructions at 1500    "^ter^^^^^^^^^'5^ <^ Tra^ersara^^,

    After that my first call was on  y;;   3J'"'' //'      '^S^" ^^^^   ^W^
the Commanding Officer of the       ^ ~^^'0"',/"'      f^%i  @^^^s^^JJ' /
"Hasty Pees". His trooos had taken @@ i ;l ""^^^S'^^.^N'^c     ^.^^^ i
a pounding. Right away'his attit- ^^1-^2^^  '.^^^S^^ ^'^^'r'1
ude towards me was "You must at-   l ^:;   ^"^^S^^'^      r ^^'^"^''^ f
+apV a4- nnc'p"                                7' 1: ^    tp      ft^" O^SS-'?@EC    ^^^@W0^ I

   "^@-*                                                /'SS^     ///@            @3?    '^    ^^ '^^^^^1     K. ^\^ ySlfwSn ^ ^L  9       f^
   At the time there was the    cot^11^ ^J//     J1^-' '1'GHI-^0^^^^@   I   "i

odd casualty around and an     ^/^^^     @@C^lf'* ^2'^^^Y^; f   ^j
occasional shell landed near-   ^^^^e^'^"'6^
by but there was nothing I   ^  ^^ @^' "%&S^  /^?rs^;yt^'< ,^-^'^^1"
could see to get excited    ^I^^S^''   2B@,^^^//^ ^-^^"^   //l^ '">

   I said to him, "Hang    //     M^1^^?  \., / @ /&VENICE \y|s^ ^

on until 1600 hours and   ,^ @><r;^^l'7^t^\'^ // J@~@^:':2~^     \ \1^   @ ^
all your troubles will   ^"^^J.^^K^^^ f ' ^"""^vT         tP    \ [-
bp ovpr "                 ^^S^'^S^^^Branaroly^o''^'^      n m^s         V         i
UC \Jv\^l a                                     ^    -^>^te. WrC uT^^^             04'   11    Bt->l r>rMA0    'SWWW                  V                  ^   mi      ^    -,   @.       a  -r    i     t   ^T^/- Y ^^.        '"'<@    )l    B':"-OGNA      ^SA''ENNA          S                  ^

   The Carleton & forks/ ^"^T^L/  ^f^o,.   // @          ^        fS
         -i   i.  i                   @   -W     /A"?1^.**^ ^fr^oiT^t   //                          ^RIMINI         lev

were completely con-  - ^ ^o/o^c^/^        ^^ ' -.            A. .
fident that they would   "  WH ^^/^? ^ If   _..@t]______L@.J-     .yif
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: y; =-ble to hold on forever if necessary. Jack -Snsor, their Commanding Offi-
@ :a=r;t pointed out certain features on the ground that he suspected were defence

 positions of the eneny.
    I returned to Brigade Headquarters with a basic plan in iny head.
    Bill Zeigler, 1 Cdn Div Artillery, was with the Brigadier as well as a

 fejor from the Saskatoon Light Infantry unit and there was an Armoured Souad-
 ~7fi Commander from the BC Dragoons. I explained my plan for the infantry and,
 in'ith Bill Zeigler, drew up a "fire-plan" using every artillery piece within
 r-sr-ge and incorporating the mortars and machine guns  of the S.L.I.s. The
 EOs endorsed the plan and from our previous experiences with them I knew
 @:.-st wherever the infantry went, the tanks would give the infantry all the
 -s.-.pport possible.

    The "0" Group was waiting for me at 1500 hours when I got back to the
 ^..sgiment so I issued all my necessary orders.

    There was a minor adjustment to my plans, however. Before our troops
 :-o-jld move to the designated "forming-up" place, our assembly area was shelled
 @i-r-d thus the two companies that were to lead the attack, "A" and "B" Compa-
 r-iss, had to become the reserve companies.

    At "H" hour minus five minutes all hell broke loose from our side. Artil-
 lery shells of all calibres, smoke bombs, 4.2" and 3" mortar bombs and Vicker
 Tachine gun fire struck every suspected enemy position within a thousand yards
 ;r- so and at 1600 hours "C" and "D" Companies crossed the banks and the dry
 bed of the Naviglio Canal, bayonets fixed and "loaded for bear."

    The fire-plan was simple and concentrations were on call, using easily re-
 membered code names. Ve made a dent of almost a mile deep in the German de-
 fence line and then awaited the inevitable counter-attacks.

    "A" and "B" Companies had moved over the Canal as well ana were in their
 reserve positions, very much a part of the battle. My headquarters was in a
 saall farmhouse on the "friendly" side of the Canal but close enough for
 some enemy shells to land and destroy my Jeep and a perfectly good down-
 filled sleeping bag.

    Alon Johnson, who commanded "A" Company, came to enquire about his tasks
 when the counter-attack developed. It was very dark at the time, getting on
 towards midnight probably, and unfortunately for Al, just outside the farm-
 house door, was a midden (a dictionary explanation would be "a dunghill or
 refuse heap"), in this case a hole in the ground filled to the brim with
 aore human excreta than animal. In the darkness a real trap for the unwary.

    Al left me, having received all his instructions, with the determined
 look usually seen on young men going into battle, out of the house and on
 into the darkness. A minute later the door opened and in came an apparition,
 s@t up to his neck and stinking to high heaven! Al had had the misfortune
 to have fallen into the sump hole.

    I yelled at him, "GET OUT".
    Manfully out the door he went returning to his company. There he did his

 usual excellent job and managed to survive the stanch and the wet clothing
 for three very cold days until he had the opportunity to change his clothes.
 The experience apparently did him no harm for he survived the war, made him-
 self a million dollars and is the fittest man I know from his generation.

    When he and I travelled to Italy in 1968, at which time we went over the
 "trail" of the Loyal Eddies, we visited this same area. The farmhouse and
 its midden are still there.
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   But to return to the battle.
   The counter-attacks came and each time the enemy was repelled by our de-

termined troops and the original fire-plan.
   Keith MacGregor came to the forefront in this battle, leading his platoon

over the canal bank with the sounding of his whistle and, "Follow me, meni".
He was a very young man then, fearless and cold-hearted. George Brown, his
Company Commander, was wounded and in great pain on a stretcher. George pass-
ed on his orders to his nearest subordinate officer, Keith, and Keith said,

   "Is that all, sir?"
   "Yes", said George.
   Keith turned to his companion and said, "Come on, Sarj, we have not time

to waste on the dead and the dying."
   Or so the story goes.
   Keith MacGregor won a Military T]ross during this particular battle, and I

must say a very well deserved one.
   There is a very brief account of the battle in our Regimental History, "A

City Goes To War".
   The account you have read here of the battle is of the "crossing" as I

remember it. Although I, who had made the plan, shouldn't say it, it was a
well planned battle, beautifully executed by first class infantrymen, sup-
ported by a good fire-plan and excellent tank and artillery support.

   The reputation of our Regiment was further enhanced by this battle, for
as Parley Mowat wrote in his book, "The Regiment", a history of the Hast-
ings and Prince Edward Islanders,

   "And what was just as welcome a sight, the marching infantry of The
   Loyal Edmonton Regiment, the only outfit in the army that we ever
   considered might be as good, or better, than ourselves."

   Later on that evening there came the lull that follows all battling and
once any serious counter-attacks had been repulsed. Battalion Headquarters
became a dreary place. There were sporadic reports coming in concerning
small patrol activity along with a bit of enemy probing. But nothing that
could be labelled as being "exciting" was happening.

   As I remember, a few of us were sitting around, "Duke" Kitching, the
Signals Officer, and I believe Bill Remple, then the Scout Officer, and
there could have been several others. In one of our conversations I said,

   "V.Tiat this Regiment needs is a new marching song."
   And so, to the tune of the Australian "Waltzing Matilda", that night we

jointly composed "Marching To Berlin";
                           MARCHING TO BERLIN

        O'er the hills of Sicily, up the toe of Italy
        came the Loyal Edmontons from over the sea,
        and they sang as they stuffed the bully in their haversacks
        who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me,

        Marching to Berlin, marching to Berlin
        who'll come a-marching to Berlin with rae,
        and they sang as they stuffed the bully in their haversacks
        who'll come a-marching to Ber34-n with me,
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                      Marching To Berlin(Contd)
 First we met the "Wop" and then we bumped "Tedesci"
 he stopped at Ortona and so did we,
 but by the New Year we sang as we moved again
 who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me.

 Marching to Berlin, marching to Berlin,
 who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me
 but by the New Year we sang as we moved again
 who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me.

 From Arielli mud and rain, down into the Liri plain
 we met the "Para div" once again
 but we chased them up the western shore singing as we sang before
 who'll come a-marching to-Berlin with me.

 Marching to Berlin, marching to Berlin,
 who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me
 and we chased them up the western shore singing as we sang before
 who'll come a-marching to Berlin with me.

 Over the hilltops, down the valley hear the "WODS"
 crying "cativi, soldati veni"
 they take "moo-cow" from my ^casa" anyhow
 they leave "nienti mangiare" for me.

 "Nienti mangiare, nienti mangiare"
 they leave "nienti mangiare" for me
 they take "moo-cow" from my "casa" anyhow
they leave "nienti mangiare" for me.

Now we sing another song for we know it won't be lon^
the "Wops" say "Tedesci" "andari via"
but there's another tune to play on the road to Mandalay
who'll come a-marching to Burma with me.

Marching to Burma, marching to Burma
who'll come a-marching to Burma with me
there's another tune to play on the road to Mandalay
who'll come a-marching to Burma with me.

Rice in the cooking pot, dysentry and hourly squats
that is the life that in Burma you'll lead
and we'll laugh as you stuff your haversack with "mepacrine"
we'll not go marching to Burma with thee.

You'll go alone. Stone, you'll go alone, :.;tone,
you'll go alone Stone to Burma, not me
and we'll laugh as you stuff your haversack with "mepacrine"
WE'LL NOT GO MARCHING TO BURMA. WITH THEEJ
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   The midnight train from London stopped off at Farnborough station, our
 'get-off station to make our way to the barracks at Cove. It was a brisk
night, not too long after we had arrived in England. There had been a snow
fall and the natives let us know that this was an unusual happening. Anyway
it was cool and even the steam from the engine of the train lent its emphasis
to the wintry conditions,

    I left the train at the station, having just come back from a day in Lon-
don, to make my way to the barracks. Walking along I was joined by a young
soldier, a private, I didn't know his name but he was a member of our Reg-
iment. We of course greeted each other and as we walked along struck up a
conversation.

   He said to me, "I bet you don't know what I have in this sack that I am
carrying." He told me his little tale. He said that he was going to live the
"good life" while he was in the army. He had been on a couple of days leave,
had gone to Southampton and there registered in the finest hotel he could
find. He also had taken the best room he could get. When he got up in the
morning there was even a warm woolen mat for him to stand on beside his bed.
Such luxury!

   The mat had especially appealed to him and being of a 'carrying size' this
was what he had brought along in the sack.

   Inside of me his story was amusing so I put on a bit of a front as tho' I
thought he had probably pulled off a big deal. I told him, though, that if
he was going to live the 'good life' during his stay in the army he probably
shouldn't be bringing some hotel property along with him. I made up my mind
that perhaps I should not be walking along with him. Just maybe it would be
better if I let him go on ahead.

   Sure enough, not long after I had dropped behind the young fellow a car
pulled up behind me as though it was in a hurry. The car contained two Eng-
lish bobbies and they having spotted the sack the soldier was carrying asked
me what I thought might be in the sack he was carrying. I gave a little laugh
and told them that I thought probably he was carrying potatoes. Many soldiers
were complaining that they weren't getting enough potatoes with their meals,
I said. He had probably bought a sack of potatoes to bring back to the camp.

   They left me and went on ahead. About a quarter of a mile up the road I
came on- a bit of a scuffle taking place in a back alley. The young soldier
was holding his own against the two policmen. However, another car soon pull-
ed up and it contained two more bobbies and between the four policementhey
managed to subdue the young guy. They of course informed him that they would
be 'taking him in' which meant the nearest jail.

   Having stopped to view the proceedings I told one of the bobbies, "What
the hell! Why not take the sack and let the guy go on his way?" One of the
police that I had talked to previously turned to me and said, "We will if
what's in the sack is potatoes." The other three bobbies joined in the laugh-
ter and without any more talk put the soldier and his sack in one of the
cars and took off.

   Next morning I went out to the drill square just to see if I could spot
the young fellow anywhere. Sure enough, there he was on parade with the rest
of his platoon. And he didn't look as though he had been through anything
the night before.

                                                  Shierlaw Burry
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     The weather during the month of August in our Edmonton area was not, to
  say the least, the best. As the time neared for us to hold our summer picnic

 ' the Executive were getting a bit nervous and wondered whether we might have
  to seek an alternative site to Camp Harris.

     As it turned out, we must live right. It wasn't all that bad after all.
  On Saturday we enjoyed very warm weather. Hot enough that many of those who
  were present looked for a place under a tree or in the shade of a marquee.

     Some of those who travelled by RV turned up at Camp Harris on Friday even-
  ing to lay claim to a good spot. Before the picnic was finished on Sunday
  the space reserved for the holiday vehicles was full-up.

     Percy Darlington came by car, this time, from the Island. He got into
  town on Friday evening, had a minor problem when he got here. He didn't get
  lost really out in the west end, just had a problem finding his way around.
  Before the evening got too dark all his pre-war experience with the 19th
  Dragoons came to the fore and with a map reference he managed to locate a
  place to stay for the weekend. Mrs. Darlington thought he did OK.

    On Saturday the registration table opened up in the morning. Those who
 were staying at the camp in their RVs were about the only members on hand,
 the main body of members didn't begin arriving until around two PM.

    We had no  program for entertainment laid on, the idea was that with the
 number of members that would be coming a program wouldn't be necessary. It
 turned out that way, there were members there that hadn't been seen for at
 least forty years.

    We had a bit of a celebration for Charlie Blakely and his impending
 100th birthday. There was a good sized birthday cake  decorated with our
 Regimental badge and appropriate birthday greetings. We had a ceremonial
 sword with which to make the first cut. Jim Stone assisted in that ceremony
 with a short speech, Charlie obliged with his sincere words of thanks. Many-
 photos were taken of the event, including a photographer from one of the
 local news outlets. No pictures appeared in the newspaper, however, of the
 event and no good reason was ever given as to why it didn't appear.

    On behalf of our Militia Unit, Chris Atkin presented our Association with
 a "Camp Flag". It's a flag of about 3 feet by 6 feet with our Regimental
 crest and a large "49" on it. The flag is to be displayed on each occasion
 when we are "in session". Our many thanks to the Militia for this gift.

    Steaks (lOoz) were the main course for the Saturday meal. Our 'imported'
 chef started barbecuing them along about 2;30 and our caterer for the other
 goodies was all set up by then as well. By the time the last steak was put
 on a plate it was almost six o'clock. It wasn't the chef's fault. There's
 an excellent enclosed BBQ facility at Camp Harris. The BBQ is large and gas
 burning. The problem - the BBQ doesn't always work the way it should. Appar-
 ently you end up with not enough heat from the gas and the cooking takes a
 long time. So our hungry crowd waited and waited, the line didn't move very
 quickly, believe me.

    If you liked your steak on the rare side, and most people don't, the
 steaks were for you. Otherwise you got into another line and waited.

    It was quite disappointing and you have to think that a number of steaks
 were confined to the garbage can as being too rare.

    The gas BBQ pit has been in operation for several years now and apparently
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  the complaint of "not working properly" has been going on just as long. You
 would think the powers that be in charge of the camp would by now have the
  BBQ pit working to perfection.

     We did have several "retired gas-fitters" amongst the attending members
 who, judging by their advice, could have come up with solving the problem.
 Noone had asked them to bring their tools with them.

     There were a few other minor problems but they were also small. We ran out
 of plates for the steaks. The last twenty people had to wait for a short pe-
 riod of time while we ran to the store for a new supply.

     Some wires got crossed with the cole slaw and the potato salad orders. We
 ended up with a double order, enough for some 400 people. One of our city in-
 stitutions benefited since we ended up by sending all the left over salads,

- etc. to one of them.
    Otherwise, for Saturday, everything went just fine.
    Doris and Jack Childs rounded the day off with a bit of dance music and

 those that stayed for that certainly seemed to enjoy it.
    For Saturday there were a few "no shows" but that is normal. It's not al-

 ways possible to fulfill your commitment, something unforeseen pops up. For
 those few who for one reason or another were unable to come after sending
 their acceptance there are always those that come who had neglected to or
 made up their mind at the last minute and came without sending in a notice.

    There are a number who mailed in their regrets, ill health, etc. such as
 Gus Schamehom wrote to say his health doesn't permit him to make the trip
 anymore  He would appreciate anyone calling in at their home in the Peace
 country, a couple of miles north of Manning. Daniel Burke, Ottawa, had other
 promises to keep; Rowland Butterwick would like to come but couldn't make it.
 Ed Moore of Dawson Creek was holidaying in the Yukon; Ray Madore and Ralph
 Hayter, both from Ontario wouldn't be here; James Gospodar, Calgary, W.Rhind
 and Vern McKeage of Victoria and Mel Lund of Edmonton were otherwise occu-
 pied.

    Of those who did arrive, from Edmonton we had Leo Coty, Howard Bone, Jim
 Botsford, Jack Bowen, John Budzinski, Marshall Baydala, Miles Beaton, Gus
 Campbell, Rolli^e Castagner, Ed Clausen, Stan Ghettleborough, Ralph Craven,
 Paul Cote, Len Lamoureux, Alan Storrier, Roger Dupuis, Alex Bolinski, Joe
 Decoine, Jim Foote, Harvey Farrell, Cliff Gates, Rev Warren Hall, Bob Hid-
 son. Bill Moody, Sid Jones, Stan Jones, Steve Lotoski, Don Matsen, Owen
 Moses, Ed Morris, Gordon McVee, Wally McVee, Hugh McKay, Leo LaMarche, Norm
 Parks, Barney Olson, Dusty Rhodes, R.Robinson, Pete St Pierre, Bill Shaw,
 L. Stewart, John Squarok, Marcel Tettamente, Vince Westacott, Maurice White
 Malcolm Wilson, Steve Kmiech, Rod Campbell, Chuck Armitt, Bruce Adair, Art
 McCormack, Ron LeBas. From Calgary, Bob Adair, Barry Ferguson, Jim Negrey,
 Frank Petley, Dave Boyer. From Sherwood Park, Lee Ahlstrom, Buck Getschel^
 Ed McLean. From Gibbons, Al Baker; then Ed Beaudry, To field; Shierlaw Burry.
 Ponoka; Bill Brinton, Barrhead; Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg; Jake Goertzen,
 Valhalla; Sid James, Killam; Bob Jardine, Ardrossan; J.B.McDonald, Mayer-
 thorpe; Angus McCrimmon, Priddis; Art Robinson, St Albert; Frank Stepaniak,
 Evansburg; "Springy" Springsteel, Thorsby; Frank Leach, Edson; Charlie
 Swan, Innisfail; Sam Lenko, Sangudo; from the Peace country, Sam Atkinson,
 Bill Purves, Mike Antonio; from the Vets' Centre, Charlie Stahl, Reg Flow-
 ers, Bob Toma, Stan Alexander, Ed Schenning, Stan Blomberg, Charlie Atkinson.
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     Sam McLeod, Grenfell, SK, made it this year for the first time ever and
  it was also probably the first time for Earl Dick, Parksville, BC. It has
 been a long time since Rod Campbell, listed previously, could be with us
  and also Tom Hidson, Winnipeg, made his presence with us enjoyable.

j    We also enjoy having members from B.C. come for the picnic. Bill Burk-
i holder from Surrey; Jack Childs, Percy Darlington, Sid Fry and Jim Stone from

 Victoria; Ed Cos, Courtenay; Norm Dack, Enderby; Les Duncan, Penticton; Rav
 Lewis, Trail; Jack McBride, Langley; Archie McCallum, Vancouver; Gordon Mcln-
 tosh, Surrey; Tony Stark, Enderbyj

    Veterans from WW I, Dave Petrie, Victoria; Albert Nelson, Athabasea; and
 already mentioned Charlie Blakely.

    And some "add ons" from Alberta, Jimmy Duncan, Clairmont; Barney Weir  Two
 Hills.; D. Upton, Wainwright.

    The bit of a program we had lined up for Sunday morning was a short inarch
 to the raid-city Cenotaph and the laying of a wreath there.

    By eleven AM some fifty plus veterans had gathered in the vicinity of
 City Hall where we were able to get in under some shelter from a slow drizzle
 of rain that had just started. Things did look a bit bleak for awhile but it
 was decided to go ahead with the program.

    Some of our Committee members had for a time been on the hunt for a small
 band to help us inarch our way to the Cenotaph. Our Regimental Band was with
 the Unit at camp in Dundum. We had no luck getting a band so the decision
 was made to simply fall in at the Cenotaph, and this we did. Enough members
 of our Militia Unit were in town to supply us with a Colour Party and they
 paraded our Colours for us. Cenotaph sentries were supplied to us by some
 members from Vegreville.

    There was no P/A system available for the ceremony but Wally McVee was in
 good voice and had us jumping to attention. Padre Hall with his invocation
 also did it without benefit of a 'mike' and we heard every word. It was a
 little hard without a P/A system, ordinarily the entire roadway in front of
 the Cenotaph is closed to all vehicular traffic for the duration of the short
 ceremony. This time one half of the road was occupied by the veterans on par-
 ade and the other half of the road was open to traffic, including buses.
 Whenever a vehicle passed by their was competition. We managed.

    Jack Ghilds brought his bugle along with him from the Island for this spe-
 cial occasion and he blew the Last Post and Reveille. The bit of rain that
 was falling also fell on his sheet of music that he was using and some of
 the notes got wet and started to "run". Jack did an excellent job consider-
 ing the difficult conditions he was working under.

    ^J11?111' take us long to get ^^Sh a11 l-his. We thought there might be
a short delay when President Dupuis was having some difficulty getting the
wreath out of the box it had come packed in. In the end Roger won out

   Once we had broken off from the service, the rain stopped.
   A CBC TV crew arrived to take some pictures of the event shortly after we

had finished. They had been told and were under the impression that the cer-
emony was to start at 11:30 AM. We fooled them tho' and held it at 11-00 AM
There was no TV coverage.

   By the time everyone had returned to Gamp Harris from the short ceremonies
the sun was shining and everything was dry and back to normal.
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   There were a few children, mostly grandchildren, with us for the Sunday
afternoon. Len Mundorf gathered them together and kept them occupied for a
short while with a few races and stuff. Ribbons and prizes were given out.

   Later on in the day Len set up a candy floss machine and that was appre-
ciated by the young as well as some of the 'young old'.

   The Sunday menu was chicken with all the trimmings and come three o'clock
it was served without a hitch. Many of the imperfections from the day before
had been overcome. We had as an extra a birthday cake in honor of our Assoc-
iation's ?0th birthday.

   The numbers attending on the Sunday afternoon were not as large as for the
previous day. Probably in the neighborhood of 150 members and guests. Some of
those present on Saturday weren't able to make it for both days. Some that
couldn't be there on Saturday turned up on Sunday. Ken Coupland, Golden, BC,
was there on Sunday as were "Buster" Reay, Red Deer; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby;
Bill "WD" Smith, Pigeon Lake,(on Saturday he was away at another function
receiving an award); Ken Stewart, Edmonton; as well as Keith Wakefield, Jim
Wilson, Geoff Wright, all from Edmonton.

   Ed Tannous phoned to say that he would very much like to come but just
didn't feel well enough at that time. "Tiny" English had intended on being
present but had to make a short trip to hospital for a check up. Bill Graig,
who always comes out, along with wife Jessie, spent the time in Vancouver
celebrating the 50th birthday of one of their daughters. Many years ago when
we held regular picnics at Camp Harris Bill and Jessie would win the prize
for the youngest child in attendance. It wasn't just for one year, it was
for several years. Now they have all these birthday parties to go to. Bob
Hidson had the misfortune to fall on Saturday evening and thus had to make
a trip to hospital. He then missed out on our Sunday gathering, remained in
hospital for a few days under observation, is now up and around and doing
his excellent job keeping track of our sick and ailing.

   Receipts and expenses for this year's picnic were very similar to the
picnic we held in 1985. One difference would have to be that in '65 we man-
aged a small subsidy from the City in honor of our 70th birthday. This pic-
nic cost us a couple of thousand to put on since we did a lot of subsidizing
out of our Association bank account. However, it was all money made up of
part of our membership dues plus that little bit extra mailed in each year.

   Our thanks to Joe Feldman and the South Side Army & Navy Store for supply-
ing some items for our "small raffle". Thanks to Barney Weir and his good
Mrs. Weir for selling the tickets, taking over the job that used to be done
for many years by "Pop" Morgan.

   J. B. McDonald, Mayerthorpe, won the prize on Saturday, a Coleman cooler.
He was able to send his grandson over to claim the prize.

   Thanks also to the members of the Executive who spent a great deal of
time preparing for our picnic. And to the other volunteers who helped with
the registrations, moving furniture, selling bar tickets. The only member
who got anything for his work was Norm Dack, he spent a dollar on a raffle
ticket on Sunday and won the top prize for that day, a bottle plus a "Stop
Lite", the Lite to be used on a car, not on the bottle.

   Thanks to Chris Atkin who arranged for the steaks, indented for the tables,
marquees, chairs, etc. He arranged for a staff car and driver to assist Jim
Stone in his travels. Made sure the tents were erected and taken down when we
had finished.
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    We must also thank those from our Militia Units who, despite the rainy
 conditions on Sunday, paraded our Colours and served as sentries at the Cen-
 otaph. And did the work raising and striking the tents, etc.

    In other years when we have held a picnic at Camp Harris and there have
 been members staying there overnight in their RVs - they have always heard
 coyotes howling and one coyote above the others.

    The weekend residents at the Camp this year when asked if they had heard
^he coyotes howling at night - the reply was in the affirmative. And one of
Btfcthem seemed to be louder than the others.
^B^^ Lestock Lives!

 I^Hl                                                          B. Olson

                    MONTE     CASSINO     CROSS

   Jack Boddingfcon, Association Member and former L Edmn R(3 PPCLI), an-
nounces that, further to correspondence and meetings with the Advisor for
Ex-Combattant Affairs to the President of the Government of Poland in Exile
Count Juliusz Sokolnicki,                                                  '

   "Members of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment who participated in the battles
    for Monte Cassino, Italy, may receive the Polish MONTE CASSINO CROSS
    on submission of approved documentation and payment of an administra-

                       tion fee."
           Interested members should contact:

                    Captain J.Boddington, CStJ,
                    President, Western Canada Sector,
                    Delegation of Great Britain,
                    Federation des Combattants Allies en Europe,
                    R R #1,
                    Naramata, BC.     VOH 1NO
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                    BOX 12086            EDMONTON, ALBERTA          T5J 3L2

    Our Museum has now completed its third year of operation and overall the

 past year has been quite successful. There are many who have made donations

 of military significance or of financial assistance. We are indeed grateful

 for all your help.                                                             ,

    To mention a few without offending others, we wish to thank Col.Jim Stone

 for his donation of uniforms and memorabilia; Al Baker for his assistance;     i

 Mrs. Marjorie Jefferson for Brig Gen Jefferson's uniform and medals; Esther
 Bowen, Garry Browne, Tina Oakey for medals; to Dave Barbour for his WW I un-   ^

 iform, complete and with the wound stripes, a uniform which he has carried     i

 with him in a box for all these many years and to Alice Barbour for making

 sure the uniform stayed in good condition. We received a WW II uniform (corn-   ;

 plete with the pleats in the back of the jacket) from Herman Erickson and      !

 a uniform and other items from "Tiny" English. There are WW I photos from      :

 Len Dawes and material from Dave Petrie; and items from Joe Turions plus       .

 things such as webbing, kit bags, etc.,etc., all good Museum items.

    For the time being we have a secure Museum location in the Provincial

 Museum plus assistance from some of the staff there. This should help us

 for a couple of years. The space we hoped to occupy in the Prince of Wales

Armoury seems now to be a "dead issue". The Provincial Museum is making a

 presentation about our Regiment beginning October 22, 1987, and it will run

until towards the end of November, 1987. This to take place at the Museum.

    The possibility and the suitability of obtaining the use of the old Fire

Hall, corner of 101 Street and 112 Avenue, now vacated by the Edmonton Ar-

 chives, is being investigated. Application has been made by our own Museum

to hold a "Casino Night" for financial assistance, this would not come about

until probably 1990 with the number of charitable organizations applying.

   While we have enjoyed a good and very busy year it has not been without

its trials and tribulations. When the PPCLI were stationed at Griesbach Bar-

racks some years ago, our Regiment(Militia) loaned them a number of items for

display in their Museum. A number of weapons belonging to us were included in

the loan. The Officers from our Militia Unit who were responsible for our Mu-

seum did not see fit to obtain receipts or otherwise keep track of the items

on loan to the Pats and when the PPCLI moved to Currie Barracks, Calgary  they

took all the items with them.

   On August 18, 1987, I met with the Regimental Major of the PPCLI, Calgary,

in my attempt to try and recover some of these items if not all of them. Their

attitude to me was "Just because an LER shows up with a shopping list doesn't

mean we're going to fill it." Just like that! I got nothing.

   If anyone has any information concerning our weapons, especially, that were

loaned to the PPCLI in the '50's and '60's, please get in touch with our own

Museum.

   You are reminded that we are accepting any items pertaining to the Regi-     "@@

ment - diaries, photos. Allied or Axis weapons, uniforms, etc., send it in and  :

let us decide whether we can use it rather than having it "put in the garbage".

                                                      Chris Atkin,                '
  - ANY DONATIONS?  Send them to the above address.      Deputy Director.

                  or to your Regimental Association at Box 501                   i

                  or bring them along to the next Meeting or Picnic



TWENTY FOUR HOUR PASS_________^s

                               EDGAR J BAILEY
    Following our December, 1943, battles around Ortona, our Regiment moved

 north of there and went into a "winter line". It was a time of many patrols
 looking always to capture a prisoner for information about the enemy.

    It wasn't until sometime in April, 1944, that there was a move to take us
 out of this position. And it was all being done very slowly and very quietly.

    Captain Alon Johnson came to me one day and said to me, "Padre, things are
 quiet here, I've got a brother with the American Navy stationed in Bari at
 present. I'd like to go and visit with him. I can get a twenty four hour pass
 to make it all legal. You've got a vehicle, we could use it to get there."

    I brought out a map to see just how far away Bari was and to try and fig-
 ure how long it might take us. Having had a good look at the route we would

@probably be using and how impossible it would be, I said, "Alon, we could
 never make a return trip to Bari. in 24 hours. It would be impossible. The
 roads will be crowded with many different kinds of transport and it's a long
 trip. There's no way we could drive down there and back in such a short time."

    After a few pro and cons we decided that maybe we should at least make a
 try to get to Bari. Our plan would be to drive as far as Foggia, halfway to
our destination. At Foggia there was a large, busy, airport. We would leave
 oup- truck there temporarily, try and "air-hike" to Bari from there and back.

   When we got to the Foggia airport we canvassed the field as well as we
could but weren't having any luck finding a flight. If we had had a military
transport pass there would have been no problem. But we didn't come prepared
with that type of authority.

   Not finding a way to catch a ride was quite discouraging. We decided to
make one more "sweep" of the field, just in case, and we managed to come up
with something. We saw a pilot just getting off his plane, so approaching
him we asked him where he was from. I don't recall what country he represent-
ed, he said he was from Bari and he would be going back there before lone.

   We gave him our tale of woe and asked him for any good ideas he might
have. His suggestion was that we line up with the others who would be going
aboard and if we could get on with no problem, so be it.

   We took his suggestion, made it on board, before long we had landed at
Bari. Just as though we had lined up at a ticket counter.

   So, Alon got to visit with his brother.
   When the time came that we thought we should be heading back we came

upon another problem. There was a heavy fog, "pea soup" thick. No flights of
any kind were being made to anywhere. Our only alternative was to get"out on
the main highway and do a bit of hitch hiking back to Foggia.

   Again we were lucky. We had barely reached the road when a vehicle came
along driven by a couple of U.S. Military Police. They stopped and picked us
up with the intention of taking us up the road for a short distance. When
they found out we were front line troops (being we were officers didn't hurt
either), they decided they would take us all the way to Foggia. It would be
an almost all-night run for them. It just so happened that we had a couple of
bottles of navy rum with us, I don't recall how we came to have them. These
were brought out to help shorten the trip. The MPs did not object, in fact
time passed in a hurry. We got to Foggia, left them the balance of the rum,
located our vehicle and took off for home. Everyone was happy.

   Later on in the morning we arrived back in time to rejoin the Regiment. No-
one was "at the gate" to check Alon's pass, it was within the limit.



@@@@@@@@@                   HILSEA     BARRACKS                    @@@@@@@@@@-
                              Portsmouth, England

    While our Regiment was at Morval Barracks, Cove, Aldershot Military Dis-
 trict, and just previous to our going on the way to the invasion of Norway,
 most of the Canadian Armourer Sergeants were posted to Hilsea Barracks in
 Portsmouth, southwest coast of England, for some advanced training. Since I
 was then the Regiment's Armourer it was my pleasure to attend the course.

    Many of the seaside cities had large piers that extended out over the
 ocean for a couple of hundred yards @ There were many places of business on
 these piers and they were all for entertainment. Clarence Pier, Portsmouth,
 was such a place and it was operating full blast during the early part of the
 war. The centre of the best entertainment was the large dance hall at the end
 of the pier. I was invited to attend what turned out to be a large and very
 good party at the hall. For this purpose I had obtained a pass from the Eng-
 lish barracks where I was staying while on course.

    My pass expired at midnight but time flies and the first thing I knew it
 was almost 3 in the A.M. It seemed to me as though I might be in a bit of
 trouble when I got back to my barracks. The suggestion was made that perhaps
 I should go to the pier directors for some sort of an excuse to cover my now
 overdue pass and after some serious thought I went along with the idea.

    Surprise of surprises! When I met the manager of the pier who should it
 be but the former manager of a bank back home in Edmonton. The bank he had
 been manager of back home happened to be the bank which the firm I had worked
 for before enlisting dealt. He brought in his assistant and who was he but a
 previous bank manager of a bank in Mannville, Alberta. As it turned out, I
 knew them both.

    They gave me a very good letter, a real 'cock and bull' story of what had
 kept me out past the expiry time of my pass. But I didn't really think that
 it would get me ail that far when I presented it to the Brits at the gate.

    I caught a bus back to the barracks to try it out.
    On the bus I managed to sit next to a British Medical Officer, a full

 Colonel. He was in fine humor and I remember he was feeling no pain. From
 talking with him I gathered that he was going to the same barracks as I was.
When he got off the bus I got off as well and I thought perhaps that it might
 just be a good idea if I went along with him.

    I asked him, "Excuse me. Sir, where is Hilsea Barracks from here?"
    He pointed towards the west, at least I thought it was west.
    I said, "I'm just a bit confused over my directions. I'm thinking that it

 is the other way."
    He laughed and said, "Come along with me, I'll show you where to go."
    We got to the entrance gate and of course there's a sentry with his rifle

 and fixed bayonet walking back and forth, one side of the entrance to the
 other. When the Colonel showed me the gate to go in, I said,

    "But what's that bloke doing walking back and forth with a fixed bayonet."
    He came back with, "Why, that's the sentry on guard duty."
    I replied, "Yea, the fellow who will arrest me and put me in the guard room.
    He really got a big smile on his face when I said that.
    "You picked the right man to get you past the guardU He walked over to the

 guard and more or less said, "Stand aside, my good man." The guard stood aside,
    So I had no problem getting inside the gate and the Colonel laughed and

waved me a good night.
                                                     Shierlaw Burry
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              Warren J. (Tiny) Hall

    It was exciting twenty years ago - 1967.

 There were numerous events honouring Canada's

 Centennial Year from shore to shore. Down East

 Mayor Drapeau of Montreal hosted one of the

 biggest "parties" around - Expo '67.

    I was one of the many that was amazed by

 Expo but even so it was not my most signifi-

 cant event. More important at the time to me,

 I joined the long and honourable tradition,

 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

    It all began when I walked into Ortona Ar-

 moury early one Saturday morning - just to
 "check it out." I wasn't yet 16, the required

 age, but by 1630 hours the same day I went

 home with my own uniform.

    I explained to my parents that I had been

 caught up in the excitement and most success-
 ful recruiting drive of the Regiment. I had

 been tested, examined, accepted and sworn in-

 to the Reserve Army!

    So the months followed with drill and

 training. It was drill, drill, for three

whole months before the first parade, when

we moved into Hamilton Gault Barracks at

Griesbach. Whole weekends of training seemed

like a full time activity while High School

was a part time filler.
   This photo of the Colour ceremony held

that year should bring back fond memories for

some of you as it does for me. I would like

to list the names of all shown in the photo

but my list is incomplete.

   If you do know the name of anyone in the

photo please pass the name and position in

the picture along with a present address, if

known.

   LET'S KEEP IN TOUCH!

   We need new recruits in the Loyal Edmonton

Regiment ASSOCIATION.

            OFFICERS and WARRANT OFFICERS on PARADE
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THE LOVRL EDMOHTQN REGIMENT<4 PPCLI)

   The 1986/87 term has been another busy year for our Regiment. Along with
all the normal duties and functions of a military nature, some of the high
points since the summer of 1986 are here outlined.

   The new training year started off early in September with battle skills
training leading up to District "FIX" held at the Wainwright training area
at the end of September. "A" Company was engaged in an advance to Contact
operation. The Company, under the command of Captain Hugh Conway, was sup-
ported by Cougars from "B" Squadron, Southern Alberta Light Horse, and a sec-
tion from 8th Field Engineers. The Engineers blew a hole in an obstacle in
order for our combat team to continue on with the attack.

   Also in September HQ Company under the command of Major Glen Jones was
preparing to begin training those recruits who had recently "joined up".

   Exercise "Burma Rig", usually held at this time of the year, was cancelled
this time for our L Edmn R Airborne Platoon due to the Airborne Regiment, with
whom we carry out the Exercise,being stationed in Cyprus.

   On the October Thanksgiving weekend, "A" Company went once again to the
Wainwright area for a "shoot to live" exercise and also to participate in a
live fire and movement exercise.

   A support weapons exercise was held in November at the Wainwright train-
ing grounds by the Regiment's anti-tank weapons. The medium machine guns as
veil as the mortars were also fired.

   An Exercise NORTHERN STRIKE was held during the period December 26 to
December 31. A large contingent of Loyal Eddies flew to the Yellowknife, NWT,
area for the exercise. Here our Jump Platoon was to land in the exercise
area north of Yellowknife. The remainder of our troops were to be airlanded.
The jump did not come about due to the extremely poor weather conditions,
mostly poor visibility. However, the exercise continued on without the air-
jump and was considered a huge success. A great amount of cold weather train-
ing was confirmed for the Unit.

   MCpl Grieve of our unit reacted very quickly when one of the soldiers tak-
ing part in the exercise fell through the ice on a local river. For his quick
action in going to the assistance of the soldier MCpl Grieve was awarded the
Commander^ Achievement Award.

   In February, for the first time, our Regimental Colour was transported to
Vancouver in order to attend our BC Regimental Association annual General
Meeting and Banquet. It is a ceremony that has been carried out and still is
continued to be carried out at our Regimental Association in Edmonton. The
Colour Party consisted of Lieut Gregg Kopchuck, Colour Officer, WO Larry
Hartenberger and Sgt Jack Toy, Colour escorts and the RSM, CWO Jack Bowen.
The members of our Colour Party were warmly welcomed at this yearly gather-
ing of veterans and tha Marching On of the Regimental Colours was indeed very
much appreciated. Plans are underway on making a similar trip in February-
1988.

   Still in February the majority of the Regiment carried on in their train-
ing for basic infantry skills at the Redwater Training Area. And then in
March a "shoot to live" exercise was held at Wainwright. Besides the day
firing, night firing was also carried out. The Jump Platoon practised a live
fire ambush.

   In April, "A" Company practised patrolling, house clearing and fighting in
built up areas. HQ Company was in the process, after some months of training,



L Edmn R

in the graduation of the latest recruit class.
    Come the long weekend in May, the Regiment spent time in Wainwright prac-

tising the four phases of war. Then at the end of May more time was spent
there working on the rifle ranges.

    A Regimental Sports Day was held in mid-June. It started off in the morn-
ing with what we call 'Lestock Days'. That's a four man competition incorp-
orating battle fitness skills. It consisted of running a mile and a half with
full fighting order, then carrying a stretcher loaded with 250 pounds of bag-
 gage for a total length of 100 metres. Then you had to go over a 10 foot wall,
crawl for another 50 metres and finally do some range firing. All of these
events were timed.

   This year's winner was the team from Battalion HQ and a good team it was.
There was the Commanding Officer, LCol D.Nielsen; the Training Officer, Capt
L. Matthews; the RSM, CWO Jack Bowen and the Chief Clerk, WO Cliff Milley.
During the competition the CO was unceremoniously hauled up the 10 foot wall
and dumped over on the other side.

   To make certain everything was fair and above board, two Cpis checked the
score sheets after the competition had been completed. There were those who
could not believe that a team from Bn HQ could be better than the younger
men of the Regiment.

   Once the 'Lestock Days' competition had been completed, the personnel of
the Regiment and their families moved to Camp Harris to complete the day with
more sports and a BBQ. The Officers and Senior NCOs took on the others from
the Unit in a baseball game. As usual, the Officers and NCOs prevailed.

   It was certainly an excellent day and much enjoyed by one and all.
   Our training year was completed when a large contingent of Loyal Eddies

took part in the annual Militia concentration at the Military Camp in Dundurn,
Saskatchewan. It was Milicon '87 and was held beginning in the middle of Aug-
ust. Unfortunately at the same time as the Association Picnic and thus we
were unable to attend the picnic. A total of 71 Unit members participated in
the camp ensuring a very good effort on the part of our Regiment. Our CO,
LCol D. Nielsen, was the Commanding Officer of the Northern Alberta Militia
District Stand(a training position). Along with our CO, CWO Jack Bowen was
the Stand RSM; MWO Keith Mundorf was the Stand ROMS and most of the remainder
of the Stand were Loyal Eddies. The Northern Alberta Militia District Stand
was responsible for the company infiltration phase of Milicon '87.

   The men participated in three Stands of approximately 2^ days at each
position. Each Stand consisted of a company infiltration on a Soviet missile
site, a deliberate attack on a Soviet defensive system, and a mechanized ad-
vance to contact with Grizzlies (armoured carriers) and Cougars. The Loyal
Eddies were a part of combat team 'Bravo'.

   The Company infiltration Stand consisted of a Company size fighting patrol
transported by means of helicopters to various landing zones. Here the combat
team would rendezvous and then proceed to attack a realistic missile site.
After the missile site was destroyed the combat team would move to their pick-
up location where they would be met by transport and taken back to the orig-
inal Stand location. The combat team would then rest for a short period and
move on to the next stand.

   All the exercises were made as realistic as it was possible and the net
result was that we had the best Milicon in some years. The Stand run by the
personnel of the Loyal Eddie contingent was the best Stand of Milicon '87.



L Edmn R
   Our Regimental Band under the leadership of Lieut C.Bonneau have been very

busy during the season playing at many events both military and civilian.
They also attended camp at Dundurn during our August visit there. Brand new
uniforms have been purchased and they look great! LCol Dave Nielsen, CO,
wishes to thank all of those whose donations made the purchase of the new un-
iforms possible.

   The current Regimental and Company appointments are:

       Commanding Officer
Deputy Commanding Officer

                  Adjutant
         Training Officer

            Quart e rmast e r
                       RSM

                      ROMS
         HQ Coy Commander

                GSM HQ Coy
         "A" Coy Commander

               CSM "A"Coy
             CQMS "A" Coy

LCol Dave Nielsen
Major George Rice
Capt Llewellyn Matthews
Capt John Matthews
2 Lt Steve Cowan
GWO Jack Bowen
MWO Wayne Johnston
Major Glen Jones
MWO Brian Read
Major George Rice
MWO Keith Mundorf
WO John Alden

The following items can be obtained from the Regimental Kit Shop. All
                      items are subject to availability;

            Regimental Ascot                       $ 13.50
            Regimental Tie                           13.50
            Regimental Buttons                         .60
            Regimental Cap Badge                      5.00
            Blazer Crest, Gold Embroidered           20.00
            Jacket Crest, Cloth                       5.00
            Regimental Pin, Sterling Silver          25.00
            Regimental Crest Plaque, 7" x 9"         35.00

                          On Shield   7" x 10"        45.00
            Prints, Queen's/Regiment Colours         10.00

            Regimental Belt & Buckle(Pant)           12.50
            Shoulder Flashes - Cloth, full            3.50 pr

                                Cloth, abbreviated     2.00 pr
            T-Shirt - Small, Medium, Large, Ex Lge    8.00

            "A City Goes To War" - Unit Members      15.00
                                    Non Members       25.00

Mail your order to;

             The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
             CFB Edmonton,
            Lancaster Park, AB.

                                  TOA 2HO
MARK: Attention  -  CWO J. F. Bowen



A MEMORABLE MEAL

   Mind you, the 'old' Company QM was pretty good at getting hot food and
drink forward to the troops in the line from wherever he was situated. It
came in what we called "old hayboxes". Frequently we were "on our own".

   We carried our Section and Platoon rations in sandbags. These were as aus-
tere as their contents and certainly not a popular burden. They had a tend- :
ency to get "lost" when we were scrambling for cover under enemy fire. Our
personal rations, usually a can of "bully" or "M and V'and the always avail-
able package of hardtack, we stowed in our basic pouches or in probably the
gascape roll. When we were in action, with our small packs left somewhere
behind us, we ate when and what we could come up with.

   Somehow, in a very informal way I never understood, a blackened tea can
managed to stay with each section. The gallant custodian of this tea can a-
chieved legendary credit for "brewing up" under impossible conditions. He was
not expected to take other than an emergency part in the battle if he could
produce and distribute hot "Sar'nt Major's tea" when and if as needed.

   At #13 Platoon headquarters either the platoon runner or the stretcher
bearer held this place of high honor. I can remember our stretcher bearer,
with just a little room in his medical pack, collecting our rations just be-
fore we would move up. He divvied out those tins which he considered to be
of some use and casually tossed the remainder, herrings in tomato sauce, a
particularly repellent tinned margarine which was especially manufactured to
exist in "hot" weather without melting, and, for gosh sakes, occasionally a
three pound tin of plum jam. These items he would toss back into the truck.

   Those discarded items we could trade later with the natives and probably
get some "uouva" or "galena" that sometimes survived the wash of battle@
Then, quickly and we all thought correctly, the S/B would jettison probably
three large shell dressings in order to stow the tea, sugar and three tins
of condensed milk. Hooking the tea can to his waterbottle carrier, he fell
in amidst our universal approval. None of us were going to be badly wounded,
but the time would surely come when we were all going to want our tea.

   One time, and somewhere in Italy, after winning #13 Platoon's share of
the day's war, we found ourselves in position around a hastily abandoned
farm. The battle had simmered down and we were digging in for the night.
While most of us were getting on with unimportant things like sighting Bren
guns and redistributing ammunition, our stretcher bearer (I wish I could re-
member his name) had organized a water supply, found "multi" olive oil (no
doubt while searching, for vino) and liberated a cache of potatoes.

   Firmly in command of the runner  the 2-inch mortarman and also local re-
sources, he produced gallons of tea and mountains of nicely salted, golden
trench fries. These were all issued tc the platoon sections on a strict ex-
change basis that would preserve Platoon HQ's vital tea supply.

   By midnight we had all dined sumptuously on a hash of bully, M & V, slice-
ed onions (courtesy of a scrounger in one of the sections), and crumbled hard-
tack. Side orders were tasty trench fries and lashings of glorious hot tea.

   It was a clear, beautiful night. The stars shone and the horizon lit up
on occasion with gun flashes (duly reported as "shellreps", between gulps and
bites). Burning straw stacks and buildings lent a most romantic air to our

 dispersed and watchful feasting.
   A most memorable meal!

                                                     Keith MacGregor
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         ^^^ WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY? 5^ ^O^IES
        i^^^^W JIM ANDERSON - following up on the Wandering Boy column

      ^^^^^W    from last year's issue of the Fortyniner, where we start-
     ^^^^^^^yr     ed off with a letter from Jim, we pass on to you more

    /^^^^^^^y      information received from him:
   /l^^a^^^)/      "I noticed mention  was made of the "Empress of Canada"

  ^^^^a^^//       being the ship used on the trip to Spitzbergen. I was
  ^^H^^^LJi        ship's Sergeant Major on this particular trip and can

     ^^^H^Stefc^   t@1^ you a blt more that ^PP^ed @" board. Once the
         xfiSysf^5^ troops from our Regiment had disembarked at Barentsburg
          \'3Bg>         the people from the Russian community on the Island
          ^s<          were brought on board to be taken back to Archangel in

                       Russia.
  The civilian ship crew on the Empress were a pretty rough bunch and somehow
  they had procured some rum. Once we had the Russians aboard and on our way,
  the crew, under the influence of the rum, began to make a nuisance of them-
  selves trying to get to the Russian women that were now on the boat.
  I was making an inspection tour of the ship and was on the aft side on the
  promenade de-ck when I came upon one of the crew who was definitely 'out of
  bounds'. I requested him to go back to his own quarters before he caused any
  problems but he wanted only to argue and during the argument reached into his
  jacket and pulled out a knife or a razor, I forget now which it was. I didn't
  hesitate for one minute in pulling my Colt 45 that I was wearing out of it's
  holster and fired a shot between the crewman's legs. He didn't hesitate at
  all in leaving the area and we seemed to have very few problems with the crew
  from then on. Len Dawes can probably confirm this little incident.
  About the time the ship was entering the Barents Sea I happened to be on the
  docking area checking on our A.A. protection. When I got there it felt as if
  someone had lifted the ship out of the water and flung it sideways. Right
  away we started zig-zagging and at the same time our escort, the Aurora and
  three destroyers who weren't all that far away opened up with all their guns
  and things. Whether it was German aircraft in the area I don't know but it
  was pretty noisy for awhile. The heavy cruiser Nigeria went past us on the
  port side as if we were standing still. I later learned that they had sus-
  pected enemy submarines and they went along to drop depth charges.
  We made it to Archangel, disembarked all the Russian civilians and returned
  to Spitzbergen. Once back there we picked up our troops then moved to the
  North of the Island and picked up the population of Norwegians that was there
  and then returned to England."

 FRANK PETLEY, Calgary - We notice that Frank has once again become President
  of the Last Post Fund and Chairman of the Veterans' Field of Honour Committee
  for the Southern Alberta Region, Royal Canadian Legion.

 M. A. GOULD, Consort, AB - from a summer edition of the Alberta Report mag-
  azine we note that he has responded to an editorial re "separation of the
  West and the Easternmost provinces from central Canada." "the obvious solution

 is complete separation from the rest of Canada. The four western provinces as
  a separate nation would be one of the most favoured countries possible."



WanderingBoy

 JOSEPH STENHOUSE, Medicine Hat, AB - I served with the Loyal Eddies in Sicily !@
  and Italy, Belgium, Holland and Germany until January, 1946, mostly "A" Corn- |J

  pany and sometimes "C" Company. Having recently retired I am interested in   |
  attending the next reunion, please send me information.(information was sent @
  along as well as a copy of our last Fortyniner. Nothing further has been    I |
  heard from this former member of our Regiment. Editor )                       j

 R. C. DRISCOLL, Shirley Southampton, Hants., Eng. - I recently received a copy |
  of the 1983 Fortyniner and it brought back many memories. I joined the army " IJ
  in 1941 at the age of 17 (Calgary Highlanders). When I reached England I was j|
  sent to the Edmonton Regiment and served with them. I would like to find out l|
 what it would cost me over here for a membership.(information was forwarded  l|
  some time ago, as well as a 1987 magazine. No response has been received. Ed) |

ALEX BURROWS, Orleans, Ont. - I was fortunate indeed to be able to attend the |

  Grande Prairie picnic in 1986. I was able to meet many old friends from the   |
 Peace, we had an excellent time. My thanks to one and all who made the picnic S
  something to remember,                                                        ii

                                                                                   i|
CHARLIE SHOUBRIDGE, Ottawa - Charlie has now tired of cutting grass and plant- |

 ing a garden in the Gatineau Hill country out of Ottawa so now has finally    |
 moved into an apartment in Ottawa.                                            J
 Charlie also writes, "I remember Shierlaw Burry very well. I enjoyed his      I
 article in the '86 Fortyniner, I'm amazed that he still remembers as much as  I
 he does.                                                                      |
 When Support Coy was at the Perrysfield Farm, Oxted, I was Sgt and 0/C the    J
 Bren Gun Platoon and worked with Shierlaw in his capacity as Armourer. His    |
 objective was to convert the Bren Gun tripod so that it would take both of    |
 the platoons machine guns instead of the two tripods we were using. This      |
 would have saved us an awful lot of bother. Eventually Shierlaw came up with  |
 an idea of what shape it should take and so he and myself and a gun crew re-  I
 ported to 2nd Brigade HQ to put on a demonstration.                           I
 The new gun tripod was a complete success. Guess who got all the credit for   |
 it. If you said the Brigade Major you would be quite right. As far as I know  I
 Shierlaw never even got as much as a thank you for all the work he had done.  |
 And having read the contribution in the Wandering Boy from Jim Anderson, I    |

 often wondered what had happened to him. He left our Regiment in such a       @
 hurry that I thought probably someone had not liked him all that much. We     S
 had a somewhat similar situation with Harold Wevill. In the British Army in   |

 WW I, Harold had been a Captain there, had an MC as well as an Italian Medal.  ?
 However, at one time following an inspection by the King, it was "requested"    j
 that Harold be sent to an Officers' Training School. This was done and it was J
 the last time that he was with our Regiment                                   |

JOE BASARAB, High Prairie, AB - appreciate you publishing my letter to Billy   I
 Hawkes in the last Fortyniner.                                                 J
 Am doing fine, see Pat Ireland, Joe Turions, Matt Sawchyn and some of the
 other members once in awhile and they seem to be doing fine. I don't get out   I
 very often anymore but for the present I am managing to stay out of hospital.  I



@@@@@@@@@                     Wandering    Boy                      @@@@@@@@

 DON GOWER, Edmonton - on one of the pages with photos on it you will see the
  picture of an airplane in flight. This plane was built over a period of
  some seven years by Don, a former member of "D" Company and now that he has
  retired he has time to fly it.
  It's a five-eighths model of a Hawker Hurricane MK II C. During wartime it
  was equipped with four 20MM cannons. Don says the plane has a climb rate of
  approximately 175 feet per minute and cruises at about 175 MPH.
  Since he is retired he has time to attend air shows and this particular
  photo was taken August 5, 1987, returning from the Red Deer air show.

 SOME NEW MEMBERS -
    Jack Goruk - Taber, AB                 Max Saville - Erickson, BC
    Ron Scott - Ashmont, AB, "D" Coy        James Ashmore, Blue Ridge, AB
    E. "Monty" Montsion - Haywood, Man.               "B" Coy
    M. C. Pittman - Spruce Grove, AB        Harold Webber - Cold Lake, AB

       - brother of Jesse -                 Sam English - Surrey, BC
    Marvin Vatne - Valhalla Centre, AB          - son of Garnet English
    -member of Grande Prairie LER, WW II    Edward Metz "- Red Deer, AB

 SOME ADDRESS CHANGES - Barry Ferguson, change of address in Calgary
    Vie Lawrence, from Rycroft to Spirit River
    D. Howard, from Armstrong to Vernon, BC
    Ralph Hayter, from Shanty Bay to Barrie, Ont.
    Charlie Swan, now living in Innisfail, AB.
    Jim Botsford, change of address in Edmonton
    George Henderson, moved from Edmonton to live in Calgary
    Roger Dupuis, change of address in Edmonton
    Melvin Lund, now residing in Fort Saskatchewan
    Shierlaw Burry, residing in Ponoka, now moving back to his Fallis home.
    Don Gower, change of address in Edmonton

 SOME OF THE SICK LIST:
    Pete Turner is now listed as a patient in the Grand-view Extended Care

              Centre, Edmonton.
    Reg Watt MM, WW I, our Barrhead correspondent, we hear Reg had a bad fall

           which has put him in the Barrhead Nursing Home for the time being.

 DAVID BURKE, Ottawa - having read through the 1986 issue of the Fortyniner
    I'm surprised to have read so many stories of experiences of various mem-
    bers during our time in Sicily and Italy. I thought I was having a busy
    time there but now it seems like it was a'limited experience'. Reading
    these stories, though, makes me proud to have been able to call myself a
    member of the Loyal Eddies.
    Previous committments dictated that I would not be able to attend your
    summer picnic even though I had been looking forward to being there. My
    regards to all members and I hope your picnic was a "howling" success.
    If memory serves me right, I believe that Frank Leach, Edson, was on the
    "Walkie Talkie", 11 Pin, "B" Coy, and was known as "Zeke". I was also a
    member of 11 Platoon. (Frank Leach says, "That's right.)



WANDERINGBOY

 GEORGE MILLER, Grande Prairie - received the Fortyniner and have read it sev-
  eral times, cover to cover, and enjoyed it very much. From an 'ex anti-tank
  platoon driver.

 BOB ADAIR, Calgary - I have been living in Calgary for a couple of years now
  and I find I like the chinook winds, in the winter time. I never had to
  shovel any snow all last winter. Had a nice motor coach trip in March to
  parts of southern USA and really enjoyed seeing all the lush vegetation and
  early flower gardens.

 JIM ROGERS, Elora, Ont. - hope to one day make it to one of your summer pic-
  nics. My regards to all.

 JOSEPH ZAK, Coleman, AB - thanks for the magazine, I really enjoy it. Seasons
  greetings to all.

 From the SUMMER PICNIC:
  Ran into JACK McCULLOCH a couple of weeks after our summer picnic and when I
  inquired as to how come he hadn't turned out, "It's a good thing that I was
  talking to one of our members' wives who had been at the picnic. She asked
  me the same question. I honestly thought the picnic was being held the week-
  end following when it actually was held. It's a good thing I met her, I'd
  probably have been the only one at Camp Harris".

  Comments were also heard as to the noticeable absence of many of our WW II
  officers as well as retired Militia officers.

 OUR THANKS:
  to CHRIS ATKIN for the huge amount of work he has done in getting our Museum
  "on track". Chris has spent hours of his own time, even travelling to the
  B.C. summer picnic, to pick up material for the museum.

  To JIM BOTSFORD, our Vice President, who during the past year has tried to
  get the City of Edmonton interested in naming a park, or some other recog-
  nition, in honor of our Regiment's two WW I VCs, Kerr and Kinross. At one
  time the committee from the City designated a small park in the far south-
 west part of the city. Later, when someone complained as to why those two
 VCs and not the others from the province, they reneged on the naming and so
 it sits.

Spending time "down south" last winter from this area;
         Bill Adair in Florida.

        Dave Burns, Jim Foote and Sally, along with regular winter residents
   W. D. Smith and Springy Springsteel, in Arizona.

         Owen Jones was down south as well, we believe in California.

ANNIVERSARIES: in 1988
                     The 73rd year for our Regiment
                     The 72nd year for the Fortyniner
                     The 71st year for the Association

The portions of the two maps used in this issue are from "The Canadians in
                                  Italy"



_______            "BOO" COMPANY           ________
                                        by                                      @@@

                                 Art McCormack

    Stories have previously been written about "B" Company, The Loyal Edmonton
 Regiment, and how they became to be knowl as "Boo" Company. Some more could
 probably be told by other members of the Company, each one varying to a cer-
 tain degree. Any information concerning the occasion is not to be found in
 our "bible", A City Goes To War.

    The urge to put my version on paper came about when I read the letter from
 Jim Anderson, one time Company Sergeant Major of "B" Company. Jim has lived
 in the Eastbourne area of England since the end of W II. His concern at the
 time of writing was that he had not been made aware of the reason why he had
 been "condemned" to the Holding Unit in 1942.

    To put my "time" of belonging to the Loyal Eddies on paper, I joined the
 Regiment in Edmonton, October, 1939, went overseas with the Regiment, spent
 all of the next few years with the Regiment in the British Isles, then went
 to Sicily in 1943 where, along with Captain Ed Newton, we were captured by
 the enemy and I spent the next two years in "Jerrys' Slammer". I got my re-
 lease in 1945, that is another story.

    My little bit of a story has to do with the famous, or infamous, incident,
 and how big a story it is depends on which company you were in. It has al-
 ways been referred to as the "Boo" story. There's no doubt about it being
 B Company.

    As I recall, it all took place in 1942, encompassed pretty well the en-
 tire South East Command in England. It was a military exercise or some mi "tit
 call it a scheme, same thing. Close to 100,000 troops were to be involved"

 and presumably we would be going all out. The past few months we seemed to
 have been subjected to extra drills, more PT than usual. It seemed like the
 Chiefs of Staff were anxious that we be up to par in all departments.

   The exercise, code named "TIGER", took place in mid-summer and it -was
 at the time really hot and dry. Trying to recall it as best I can, the ob-
 ject of the exercise seemd to be to subject us to as many hardships as pos-
 sible and to give us some idea of what to expect in a period where we mio-ht
be going into action under very miserable conditions. I believe we were 'to
exist on hard tack rations, there would be very strict water rations - like
only one water bottle of water to last each of us for five days. Then there
would be "forced" marches of 25 miles per day for the five day duration of
the scheme. So, to say the least, general opinion made it to be a "rough deal".

   I'm not sure on which day of the five the incident in question occured but
on that particular day I know it was hot. Not a cloud in the sky and the coun-
tryside seemed to be really dry.

   We were marching along in a staggered formation, one section on one side
of the road, the next section on the other, and so on. The troops were, to
put it mildly, tired. They were as well hungry and thirsty, there was very
little of any kind of a conversation going on. Faces were "long and gloomy".

   From the rear end of the Company someone hollered out, "Look at this car
or Jeep, whatever, coming. It must be doing at least 90 miles per hour!"

   Which indeed it certainly seemed to be doing. However fast it was ^oing
you could barely make it out for the dust it was creating. And it came right
down the middle of the road, right down the middle of the marching troops'.'
There were great billows of choking dust, you could hardly see the guy next
to you. What else to do but to yell, shout, curse and of course the many



                                 "Boo" Company                    @@@@@@'@@

boos. Who could be so short of intelligence that they would pull such a stunt
as this.

   Someone said they saw staff flags on the front of the vehicle but none
could see who the occupants were.

   To add insult to injury, when the car had gone through our ranks it stopped
up ahead, turned around and lo and behold drove back through the troops. It
was another round of choking dust, more catcalls, more boos. Almost as though
things had been planned that way to see what the troop reaction would be.
Well, they found out.

   We found out as well a few days after the scheme had been completed and
we had rested and cleaned up. We learned that the flags had been on the car
for a purpose since the main occupants were Field Marshal Sir Alan Brooke,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff as well as then General, Bernard Mont-

gomery.
   Disciplinary measures became the order of the day even though there had

been all these extenuating circumstances. The hammer soon fell and, if I re-
member correctly, Alex Bolinski, Hugh McCullough, Bill Bennetfc, Ray Lewis,
and probably others all received in the neighborhood of thirty days C.B.(con-
fined to barracks). CSM Jimmy Anderson soon found himself in the Holding Unit;
LCol Wilson left the Regiment for another posting; Capt Pat Tighe, I believe,
also went to the Holding Unit. There were demotions. Sergeants became Corp-
orals and Corporals became Privates. Rumors said that it was possible Bill
Cromb temporarily lost his chances for promotion. Many changes were all for
awhile blamed on the "Boo" story.

   Probably none of this would have happened if the car and its occupants
had driven around the troops rather than down the middle of them. I think we
would all agree on that.

   So, that's how I remember it and I stick with it. Not too many members of
B Company who took part in the affair are around anymore. Whenever we do get
together we talk about it a bit. To name a few of them: "Sandy" HcLaren, Bob
Knox, Ted James, Alex Bolinski, Ray Lewis, John Budzinski, Geoff Wright. We
mostly laugh about it all now since it all happened such a long time ago.
Basically the story remains the same, occasionally someone adds a little bit.

                           THIS   'N   THAT

GRIESBACH SWORD - you will note when you come to the minutes of our Edmonton
 annual General Meeting that there was some discussion on our traditional
 sword and the repairing that it needed. In August of this year, 1987, after
 a meeting with members of City staff, they have now agreed to have the sword
 sent to Wilkinson's Sword, London, England, for complete repair, and at the
 City's expense. Our Griesbach Sword will therefor@ be absent for a few
 months beginning about November 1st. Attempts were made to send an appro-
 priate escort with the sword but no volunteers could be found.

REGIMENTAL COLOURS - are also getting to be worse for the wear and at the
 present time are undergoing repair. There is some doubt as to whether they
 will be ready for our annual banquet in January of '68.



@@@@@@        A  BOOK REVIEW        @@@@@@

     MUD AND GREEN FIELDS   -   Major General George Kitching  CBE DSO CD
                              (Battle Line Books)

    Before giving you my review of the contents of this book I will relate
 George Kitching's connection with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. When he came
 to command us in 1942 we were then known as The Edmonton Regiment.

    "General George's" military background you can read about in his book. He
was sent to command us as a result of the incident that caused "BOO" (B) Com-
 pany to be so named and the "punishment"we were thus to receive.

    It cost LCol "Ernie" Wilson his job as our Commanding Officer, an action
which we resented and thought very unjust. Plus there were several other
moves from the Regiment, loss of rank for some, delays in promotion, etc.

    George's appointment was probably, with hindsight, the best thing that
 could have happened to us at that time. Obviously a professional soldier,
 tall, handsome, physically fit and immaculate in his dress, without fanfare
 or furore, he commenced immediately to raise our unit to the standards he
had set for himself.

   At the time we were stationed in Eastbourne, on England's south coast.
   Physically, we exercised strenuously in everything we did; we smartened

up our appearance and bearing and were given an insight into practical sol-
diering at all levels of operation. In fact, George appreciated our natural
talents and made us develop them for military use. My opinion is that the
first class fighting machine that landed in Sicily as The Edmonton Regiment
owed more than most of us realized at the time to George Kitching and his
Edmonton Regiment development programme.

   "Mud And Green Fields", in its early chapters, describes the typical back-
ground of that almost obsolete person, "an officer and a gentleman". A state
restricted to a relatively few of those having a good family background, with
"public" school education, an ability to appear always to be doing the right
thing and the ability to take the strict discipline and the tough regime of
Sandhurst or Woolwich, both British Army Officers' training colleges.

   Most of the graduates from these schools, obviously "officers and gentle-
men", did more than any other class of person to keep the British flag fly-
ing over the largest empire the world has ever seen.

   Their rewards were the brotherhood found only in good regiments, the ful-
fillment of personal demands for complete patriotic expression and the op-
portunity for adventures in foreign countries. They carried out their du-
ties with a certain arrogance but, generally, kept order in all parts of a
far flung empire, with respect for native customs, and imposed no oppressive
regimes. General "George" describes it all.

   Being a commissioned officer in the Gloucestershire Regiment, George re-
signed his commission and came to Canada for a "look-around". Very much
liking what he saw he decided to stay.

   When Canada declared its entry into WW II in 1939, he enlisted in the
Royal Canadian Regiment and was commissioned a second-lieutenant. The RCRs
were an allied regiment of his "old" regiment, "The Gloucesters". He des-
cribes his service with the RCRs in England, two futile dashes to Europe
and his staff appointments.

   Then 1942 saw his being promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and a
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 posting to the command of our Regiment. In the first paragraph of this "ep-
 istle" I mentioned his association with us and. I suggest to you. that you
 read the book to get his story. Obviously he liked us, we liked him.

    He left us a better Regiment at the end of 1942 to take an appointment as
 General Staff Officer 1 of the First Canadian Di-vision. His background and
 experience made him an ideal for that position and he served it w.th distinc-
tion. A promotion to the rank of Brigadier followed shortly after.

    George commanded the llfch Brigade in. the Cdn Fifth Armoured Division but
the Canadian Arny had other plans for his future. General Guy Simonds, who
had been organizing the Second Canadian Arny Corps, -wanted George for the
command of one of his divisions. Thus he was soon promoted to the rank of
Major General and was placed in command of the Fourth Armoured Division,

   His many experiences while with the Fourth Div are well described in Chap"
terl4of the book, Rightly or wongly he was made the "scapegoat" of the
"foul-up" of the Falaise Gap battle in Europe and he was thus relieved of his
command. George makes no excuseso Someone^ head had to fall, yon had to know
that it could not be the Corps Commander's,

   You -will enjoy reading of fighting in the "fog of war"@ At every level of
command we have all experienced some poor direction, one kind or another,
plus probably some false information and total lack of communication* It is
hell at the Section level; it is not difficult to appreciate what it ai-ust be
like at Division level a

   There followed derBotion to the rank of Brigadiers, a return to Italy as a
staff officer and then it was back to North-i'Jest Europe s George played a
prominent part in the German surrender ceremony at Act.erveldt, Holland, and
then he was returned to Canada in a senior staff capacity. Eventually he
returned to the rank of Major General and he served in many senior appoint-
ments until his retirement from the Array in 1965.

   The last chapters of his book deal -with the mary activities after retire-
ment. Most interesting are his comments on the VIPs with whoa he was in con-
tact as Canada's National Coordinator of the Duke of Edinburgh's        and
afterwards as a Director of the United World Colleges in Canada e He was Cosn-
niissioner General of the Ontario Pavilion at Expo 70 in Osaka, Japan, follow-
ed by an appointment as Chief GoBrnissioner of the Liquor Control Board of
Ontario*

   "General George" now resides in Victoria and is still, as he always -will
be, an "officer and a gentleman"a A member of our BG Association, he seldom
misses one of our West coast eventss

   "Mud And Green Fields" is a most interesting description of the events of
a full, useful and honourable human existence., It is an excellent "read", I
ha-v@ read it through several, times and at no time was I ever bored. Unfor-
tunately it was poorly "proof-read" and is full of typographical errors. You
can ignore the publisher's mistakes and enjoy George Kitehing's excellent
description of events set out in good English and, in suitable places, with
good humor,                                 /s
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   Douglas Fisher, a columnist for the Legion magazine, wrote in the April,
1987@ issue of the magazine, the following brief review of Major General
George Kitching's book "Mud And Green Fields".

   "While reading the memoirs of Gen George Kitching, Mud and Green Fields,
   I was contrasting the account and the general with men and events in two
   other recent books dealing with Canadian major generals of WW II, i.e.,
   Christopher Vokes memoirs as dictated to John Maclean, and a military fa-
   ther, Harry Foster, recalled by his son Tony in Meeting of Generals.
   I hadn't anticipated much from Kitching's book. I'd taken a scunner at
   him, dating hack to May, 1944, when as leader of the 4th Division, preen-
   ing like a fancy Dan, he gave an address to our assembled regiment so
   banal, it insulted our intelligence.
   After the book, I could see why Pitching had uttered such juvenile sim-
   plicities. He thought he must seek the lowest common denominator of under-
   standing. In his ignorance he aimed very low. It's clear his social and
   recreational time was overwhelmingly taken with the officers' mess and
   the socially prominent. As a permanent force type and an immigrant (from
   England, by way of the Indian Army) he didn't know Canada enough to ap-
   preciate there was much more talent, education and insight among the vol-
   unteer soldiers than he'd encountered before.
   Despite such a cavalier reduction of Kitching by this reader (and ex-
   volunteer soldier) I found his account more candid, good-natured, and ex-
   cellent in both description of battle and assessments of people than most.
   He may have been a stuffed shirt to a chap from the Ontario bush, but as
   an author and citizen he comes through as kind, decent and thoughtful.
   In fact he gives the fairest, broadest measure of our generals from Mc-
   Naughton to Crerar, Simonds and Foulkes that I've read. He's also the
   first raconteur on Canadian brass in WW II who didn't seem to detest the
   wily Foulkes."

                            THE MYSTIC BORDERLAND
              There is a mystic borderland that lies

               Just past the limits of our work-day world
              And it is peopled with the friends we met

               And loved a year, a month, a week or day
              And parted from with aching hearts, yet knew

               That through the distance we must lose the hold
              Of hand with hand, and only clasp the thread

               Of memory. But still so close we feel this hand,
              So sure we are that these same hearts are true,

               That when in waking dreams there comes a call
              That sets the thread of memory aglow,

               We know that just by stretching out the hand
              In written words of love, or book, or flower,

               The waiting hand will clasp our own once more
              Across the distance, in the same old way.

                                              Helen Field Fisher



ALBERTA @ 1912, its Wealth and Progress

    Originally all land in Alberta belonged to the Cro-wn but it was the
 strongest desire of the Federal Authorities to settle people on the land.  A
liberal policy of land grants has characterized the administration of the
North West from its earliest days.

    In 1870 a comprehensive system of surveys projected to cover land suit-
able for immediate settlement was begun and is still being continued. The
completion of the Dawson route and the building of the first railway into
Western Canada gave an impetus to immigration which called for prompt meas-
ures. Gradually the whole country is being divided into townships each six
miles square. The townships are surveyed into blocks one mile square and are
called sections with a road allo-wance of 66 feet. These sections are in turn
split up into quarters, each containing 160 acres - the size of the typical
farm in the West and usually referred to as a homestead.

   After the Half-breed Rebellion and Indian outbreak which occured in the
North West in 1665, grants of land were made to members of the Militia Force
who had served in the suppression of the Rebellion. Each member of the force
actively engaged was given the right to homestead 320 acres in the even num-
bered sections of unoccupied Dominion lands provided the entry was made before
August 1, 1666.

   In the following year similar rights were conferred on the irregular
forces engaged in the same way. Under the Volunteer Bounty Act, 1906, every
Canadian volunteer who served with the British Forces in South Africa during
the years from 1699 to 1902 was entitled to a land grant of two adjoining
quarter sections of Dominion lands available for homestead entry. Enlisted
female nurses had the same rights as volunteers.

   In certain parts of Alberta the newcomer may, in addition to his hone-
stead, buy a further 160 acres by complying with certain regulations and ul-
timately paying $3.00 per acre.

   Next to the question of land, the amount of capital necessary to commence
farming in Alberta is an important consideration. To work a quarter section
of land to advantage, in fairly open country, a man would need a team of three
strong horses, approximately $200 each; a set of harness costing $40 to $$0;
a wagon costing about $90; a sleigh for marketing grain in winter, about $30;
a breaking plough about $25; a set of harrows about $15; a disc drill for three
horses about $120; a disc harrow about $25; a binder about $150; a mower for
cutting hay about $65; and he should allow about $40 for small hand tools, etc.

   If he builds his house of purchased lumber, the homesteader would have to
estimate from $300 to $400 for that, and from $150 to $300 for the cost of a
barn. It is interesting to note that in the West a man's barn is often the
measure of his prosperity. A man going into 'brushy' country could build his
house from logs with only the labour being involved in collecting his logs.
A good axe man can be hired to cut the logs at $2 to $2.50 per day.

   The man going into 'brushy' country would probably find it advisable to
purchase oxen in place of work horses and a team of ponies for his driving
and saddle work. Well broken oxen cost about $100 each, a set of ox harness
$25. Indian ponies for light driving and saddle work are roughly $75 each.

   A cow, which could be called a good investment, would probably cost some-
where about $50.

   No farmer should go to the West expecting to make a homestead pay its own
way in the first year.
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 ARTHUR, Theodore Elmer - M 17479, passed away July 18, 198b, at age 68. A res-

    ident of Edmonton. No other information available.

 CHUTE, Elmer - M 16560, passed away in Blairmore, AB, at age 70. He proceeded
    overseas with the Regiment in 1939. No other information available.

 CLERMONT, Rolland Joseph - M 37995, passed away October 23, 1986, at age 62
    in the Penticton, BC, area. No other information available.             '

 'COCKS, Eldee George - M 16927, passed away November 7, 1986, at aee 85  No
    other information available,                                  &   -"

 COTTLE, George - M900965, passed away September 11, 1986, at age 72. A res-
    ident of the New Westminster, BC, area. No other information available.

 COX, George Irvin - passed away February 13, 1987, age 78, in Edmonton. He
    was at one time a member of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band, Militia.

 DONICK, John - Passed away January 11, 1987, at age 63. John was with the
    Signal Platoon and served with the Regiment in Sicily and Italy. He was a
    resident of Edmonton.

 DAVIES, H/Capt, Rev Dr Thomas R, - MC MA DD, passed away October 4, 1987  at
    age 83, in Toronto. Padre to the Queens Own Cameron Highlanders during
   WW II he was for a period of time padre to our Militia Unit following the
   war and while serving as minister at Highlands United Church in Edmonton.
   He was awarded the Military Cross during the Normandy campaign, at one
   period of time gathered together colored glass from different bombed out
   cnurchs in the war zone and had them made into a commemorative window
   T(hi.ch is installed in the above mentioned church,.

FESSENDEN, George L. - M 25890, LGpl, passed away January 11, 198?  a res
   ident of the Redcliff, AB, area, at age 71. George went overseas with
   our Regiment in 1939, a member of the Carrier Platoon of Support Com-
   pany.                                                      "r

HUDSON, Edgar - passed away April 6, 1987, at age 95, in Edmonton. He came
   from the U.S.A. originally, was with the 49th Bn, WW I, serving with
   them at Viny where he was wounded. His funeral was held on the 70th
   anniversary of Vimy. No other information is available.

KIRKNESS, Robert J. - M 31314, CSM, passed away September 13, 1986, at age
   73, in Maple Ridge, BC. Bob was a long time member of our Association
   in Edmonton as well as in B.C.

BILTON, W. Gavin - M 25869, passed away in 1987 at age 74, a resident of
   Ganges, Salt Spring Island, BC. He was a member of our Association up until
   1978 and we did not hear anything from him after that.



                               LAST     POST

KEY, George B. - WW I, known mostly by the first name of "Peter" and a long
   time member of the "Old Guard" of the BC Association. Passed away in Vic-
   toria at age 94 on July 10, 1966. Born in Scotland, he came to Canada in
   1913, served with the 49th Bn throughout the war.

HODSON, Fred C. - M 16357, passed away suddenly August 10, 1987, at age 71,
   a resident of Penticton, BC. Freddy went overseas with our Regiment in
   1939, a member of the Regimental Band and stretcher bearer. When the Can-
   adian Concert Party was organized in England he left our Regiment to be-
   come a member of that party. He was an accomplished musician.

HAMMOND, H.R. "Reg" - passed away in Calgary April 24, 1987, at the age of
   82 years. He served with the 2nd Battalion of our Regiment as a Major,
   was a prominent citizen of Calgary serving as General Manager of the Cal-
   gary Chamber of Commerce, onetime prominent member of the Edmonton Bul-
   letin Sports Department, member of the Canadian Petroleum Association and
   a member of the Calgary Heritage Society.

LUCY, William P. "Pat" - M 16098, passed away on Ft Smith, N.W.T., September
   26, 1987. "Pat" went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, was a well-known
   member of "D" Company

MORGAN, Mervyn Ross "Pop" - M 16221, passed away June 5, 1967, at age 75, a
   resident of Rochester, AB. "Pop", as he was always known, went overseas
   with our Regiment in 1939 and served with the Regiment all through the War,
   also serving in the Korean War. He was a Life Member of our Association,
   was a member of the Association Executive at his passing.

MURRELL, Sydney R. - M 16619, passed away February 1, 1987, at Aldergove, BC,
   at age 81. Syd was a long time member of the Edmonton and BC Associations.
   For a great part of the time he spent with Support Company, while over-
   seas,he served as the company clerk. He had the reputation of having a fab-
   ulous memory for numbers. Syd was a life member of the Canadian Legion in
   Aldergrove.

MYERS, James Hollis - M 16713, passed away March 25, 1987, in Edmonton, at
   the age of 72. Jim, known as "Dude" to some "Jazz" to others, was a mem-
   ber of the Carrier Platoon of Support Company. His being called "Jazz"
   came about from his abilities as a piano player. Jim following the war
   was a railway engineer with the CNR.

NEWLAND, Ernest Walter - passed away March 11, 1987, in Edmonton. There is no
   information available concerning this member. He was a member of our Assoc-
   iation in the '60s and then again in 1965.

McLEAN, Amon Alexander - M 15617, passed away December 30, 1966, at age 79,
   in Edmonton. He was a member of "B" Company, went overseas with our Reg-
   iment in 1939.

POULTON, Frank - M 16061, passed away November 9, 1966, age 69, in Edmonton.
   Frank went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, was a former resident of

                            Athabasca.



                               LAST    POST                              @@@@@@@@@

 ST. LAWRENCE, Albert W. - M 4331, passed away in November, 1986, at age 80.
    He was a resident of Sherwood Park, AB. There is no other information
    available but it is believed he was wounded at Ortona with the Regiment.

 ROSE, Laurence R. - Lieut., M 15540 - Sgt - passed away June 19, 1987, at
    Red Deer, AB. Larry went overseas (advance party) with the Regiment in
    1939 as Signals Sgt. In 1943 he left the Regiment returning to Canada to
    attend an Officers' Training Course. Following his graduation he did not
    return to the Unit and no other information is available. At the time of
    his death he was 81 years of age.

 ROBERTSON, John "Robbie" - M 15908, CSM, passed away July 25, 1987, in Edraon-
    ton, at the age of 83. Robbie went overseas with the Regiment in 1939,
    was wounded in Italy by shrapnel losing a leg in the action. He was a
    long time member of our Association.

 WARD, Albert - M 16617, passed away at Winterbum January 23, 1987, on the
    Enoch Reserve, at the age of 68. He was the original "Little Chief", en-
    tertained many an English gathering with his headdress and Indian dances.

 YOUNG, John W. N. - M 10749, Cpl, passed away Oct 17, 1966, in Calgary, AB,
    at age 71. No other information available.

 PIERCE-GOULDING, Terence - LCol, MBE CD, passed away in London, England,
    January 16, 1967. See detailed story following in this Fortyniner.

    We are aware of these ladies, wives of members or former members who
    have been deceased in the past year:

Margaret Ahlstrom, August 6, 1967, wife of former Reuben Ahlstrom who
    passed away in 1979.

 Evelyn Pinnell July 2, 1987, wife of former WW I member Fred Pinnell. Mrs
    Pinnellwas a former "war bride of 1919".

Mildred Pilkie, March 5, 1987, Edmonton, wife of former WW I member Frank
    Pilkie.

 Evelyn Phillips, at Red Deer, March 14, 1967, wife of Art Phillips.
Charlotte E. Stillman, Edmonton, passed away April 15, 1967. Wife of

    LCol W.G. Stillman, former 0/C of our Regiment who passed away in 1956.
Oilie Rudyk, at Edmonton, passed away December 4, 1966, wife of Max Rudyk.
Lillian A.Saville - passed away December 5, 1966, wife of Max Saville.

 'Pop' MORGAN - the Association wishes to acknowledge and to thank Isobel
Morgan and her family for the generous donation they have made to our
____.            Association in memory of 'Pop'.______________

       In memory of all ranks of theThey shall not grow old,
                49th BNAs we that are left grow old;

                  andAge shall not weary them
        THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENTNor the years condemn.

  who gave up their lives for Sovereign andAt the going down of the sun
   Country in the cause of Freedom and toAnd in the morning

commemorate the actions fought by the RegimentWe will remember them.



BLAKELY, Robert Charles - 433069, W I, passed away November 22,
                ~\ nc^o    -; ^  T?^I>^/-.^-I- /-^    ^4-  4-1^ ^. o /T./-. -. -p n i^in ^^^, ^ @@1987, in Edmonton, at the age of 100 years.

Another great original 49er gone to his eternal rest,

A short summary of Charlie's long and happy life is

printed in this edition of our Fortyniner under the

heading "One Hundred Years".



                         LCol TERENCE PIERCE-GOULDING

  LCol Terence Pierce-Goulding passed away in London, England, January 16,
  1967, at the age of 68.
  Terry, as he was known mostly, was born in Edmonton, Alberta, March 21
  1916, the son of Canon Pierce-Goulding, All Saints Anglican Church. He
  moved with his family to the United Kingdom in 1937. In 1940 he enlist-
  ed in the British Army and after being commissioned served on the staff
  of Maj Gen Browning.
  In early 1941 Canon Pierce-Goulding visited our Regiment in England and
  he made the suggestion that his son should transfer to the Canadian
  Army since he had been born, raised and had gone to school in Canada,
  and Edmonton in particular.
  After many of the usual transfer delays Terry arrived as a reinforce-
  ment officer to our Regiment in late 1941. He served in the unit as a
  platoon leader and soon after as Unit Intelligence Officer.
  In December, 1942, he was posted from our Regiment to the Brigade Staff.
  Then in June, 1943, he returned to Canada to attend the Canadian Army
  Staff College at Kingston, Ontario. He returned to England following
  the course to take part in the planning group for the Normandy landings
  soon to come.
  In 1944 he was a Briefing Officer at Montgomery's 21st Army Group Head-
  quarters in Brussels, Belgium,
  Following the cessation of hostilities he remained in the Regular Army
  and served in several different staff appointments.
  When the contingent for NATO was formed in 1951 he was selected to com-
  mand The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Company that was to form one of the
  new mixed militia battalions which made up 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade.
  Then later he was selected to take part in the Canadian delegation to
  the United Nations in New York.
  In 1962 he was appointed to the United Nations Emergency Force in the
  Middle East as Chief Logistics Officer.
  In 1964 he was appointed as Staff Officer, Canadian Defence Liaison
  Staff, London, England, where he was in frequent contact with the
  British and European press.
  In 1970 he joined the Commonwealth Press Union (CPU) as its Secretary
  and continued on as a Director. His work here put him in touch with
  every country in the Commonwealth and he thus became well known to the
  Commonwealth heads of government.
  Over the years, beginning in 1974, he organized a series of six CPU
  conferences including the one which was held in Canada in 1978, At the
  time of his death he was involved in arrangements for the 1988 con-
  ference to be held in Zimbabwee
  With his passing, he leaves a widow Yvonne, a son and a daughter,

                                              @@@@=@     Fred K. Reesor
 "When you go home,

           tell them and say,
                      For your tomorrow,

                                we gave our today.
                                           ...for our today

________                                     they gave their yesterday.
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6915 - 92B Ave

R R #1

#206, 3560 Highway Dr

11440 University Ave,
11643 - 95 St

11215 - 52 St
#25, 8930 - 99 Ave

1142 - 2? St A North

#206, 10625 - 113 St

33 Sylvia St
536 Woodbridge Way

Box 305, Sunset Manor

5205 - 22 Ave

Box 220
#201, 3815 - 54 Ave

10? Main Terrace

10435 - 104 Ave
#304, 3912 - 105 St

31 Spencer St

Box 2
1122? - 126 St

Box 932

9519 - 140 Ave

?504 - ?5 St

12?19 - 93 St

440? Queen St

Box 15 ?0

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Winnipeg Man

     Edmonton

     Bonnyville AB

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Spirit River AB

     Edson AB

     Edmonton

     Busby AB

     Trail BC

Vats' Home, Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Ft Saskatchewan AB

     Lethbridge AB

     Edmonton

     Barrie, Ont

     Sherwood Park AB
     Hinton AB

     Edmonton

     St Adolphe Man

     Red Deer AB

     Sherwood Park AB

     Grande Prairie AB

     Edmonton

     Red Deer AB

     Hay-wood Man

     Morden Man

     Edmonton

     Dawson Creek BC

     Edmonton AB

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Regina SK

     Vermilion AB

11440 University Ave,Vets' Home, Edmonton
#402 Essex House, 5520 Riverbend Rd, Edmonton

11215 - 53 StEdmonton
#533, 9420 - 92 StEdmonton

R R #1Priddis, AB

12109 - 85 StEdmonton

11839 - 12? StEdmonton

Box 1?9Mayerthorpe AB

8?2? - ?? AveEdmonton

11603 - 122 StEdmonton



A. Sandy McLaren
Ed McLean
F. Sam McLeod
Mel McPhee
D. W. Wally McVee
G. J. Gordon McVse

       EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

?304 - ?6 St               Edmonton

14 Rosewood Place          Sherwood Park AB

Box ?83                    Grenfell SK

8?03 - 52 St               Edmonton AB

#201, 11230 St Albert Trail, Edmonton

11916 51 St                Edmonton

J. M. Negrey        511 Wilderness Dr S E

Albert Nelson WW I Box 395

A. Nelson           ?5 Westglen Cresc

A, Newstead        Box 142
Alan C. Nicholls    902? - 138 St @
D. G. Nielsen L/Col #316, 10l6? - 118 St

A. C. Norlander     ?03

Barney Olson
Frank Pasula
Norm Parks
Bill Parry
W. C. Paterson
Tony Pavlin
H. L. Peters
Frank Petley
A. G. Art Phillips
J. W. Pittman
M. G. Pittman
J. P. Poirier
W. A. Bill Polhill
H. Poulton
H.O.W.Powell
W. Preuss
R. Prowd
Bill Purves

J. H. Quarton
H. Reay
F. K. Reesor
R. H. Rhodes
Art W. Robinson
J. Roger's
K. J. Rootes
George Ross
W. H. Ross
W. N. Ross
I. Rosser
Max Rudyk
L. Ryan

11223 - 56 St

4615 - 45 St

6104 - 106 Ave

15404 - 96 Ave

Box 234
Box 65

#1802, 140 - 10 Ave S W

3212 Lancaster Way S W

4215 - 37 St

53 Oatway Dr
Box 8, Site 5, R R #1

#211, 10421 - 142 St

5503 - 109 St

12009 - 38 St

10727 - 48 St
16309 - 112A St

9508 - 100 Ave

Box 23

9339 - 83 St
R R #2

3014 Hyde St
12224 - 80 St

239 Grandin Village
Box 268

#702, 10160 - 115 St

#229, Hardisty Home, 6420

9603 - 142 St

3740 Kerrydale Rd S W
Box 180

5?23 - 110 St
36l Isack Drive

 Calgary
 Athabasca AB
 Spruce Grove AB
 Maidstone SK
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Valemount BC

 Edmonton
 Camrose AB
 Edmonton ^
 Edmonton
 Redcliff, AB
 Sunnybrook, AB
 Calgary
 Calgary
 Red Deer, AB
 Stony Plain AB
 Spruce Grove, AB
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Grande Prairie AB
 Hythe AB

 Edmonton
 Red Deer, AB
 Ottawa Ont
 Edmonton
 St Albert, AB
 Elora, Ont
 Edmonton

- 101 Ave, Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Calgary
 Ashmont AB
 Edmonton
 Windsor, Ont

J. F. Pete St Pierre  447 Evergreen M H Park
M. Saville          Box l64

Edmonton
Erickson, BC

 T6C 2J6
 T8A 2H3
SOG 2BO
 T6B 1E8
T5M 3P2
T5W 3G4

T2J ON3
 TOG OBO
TOE 2CO
SOM 1MO
T5R OE5
T5K 1Y3
VOE 2ZO

T5W 3S3
T4V 2V3
T6A 1K1
T5P OC2
TOJ 2PO
TOC 2MO
T2R OA3
T3E 5W4
T4N OT6
TOE 2GO
TOE 2CO
T5N 2P4
T6H 3A7
T5W 2H7
T6A 2B6
T5X 2B5
T8V OT1
TOH 2CO

T6G 2Z6
T4N 5E2
K1V 8H9
T5B 2P3
T8N 2J3
NOB ISO
T5K 1T3
T6A OH5
T5N 2M8
T3E 4T2
TOA OCO
T6H 3E4
N8S 3V9

T.5B 4M2
VOB 1KO



@@@@@@@@@@@EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

Arthur Sawan#204, 10155 - 151 St Edmonton
A. Schaffler2216 Langriville Dr S W Calgary
Gus SchamehornBox 8 Notikewin AB
Ed Schening11440 University Ave, Vets' Home, Edmonton
R. Sco-btBox II? Ashmont AB
I. SeagraveBOx 1035 Ponoka, AB
Jim SharkeyGen Del Sherwood Park AB
Charlie Shoubridgewlw#1204,The Crossroads,2201 Riverside Dr,0ttawa
W. G. Bill Shaw8?23 - 93 Ave Edmonton
W.H.Silvester209 High St Nelson BG

Arthur Sawan

A. Schaffler

Gus Schamehorn

Ed Schening

R. Scott

I. Seagrave

Jim Sharkey

Ashmont AB

Ponoka, AB

Sherwood Park AB

 G. A. Smart

.John G. Smith

W.D. Bill Smith

         Winter

W. H. Bill Smith

 Jim Spencer

 E.R.Springsteel

        Winter

 J. Squarok

Tony Stark

 E. Roy Stauffer

 F. J. Stefaniak

Doug Stewart

Ken Stewart

 L. E. Stewart

 Alan J. Storrier

 Joe Sutter

 C. F. Swan

 E. P. Tannous

 Bill Teleske

 Marcel Tettamente

 P. J. Thiesson

 J. Thompson

 D. Thomson

 Vie Tillett

M. J. Toma

 L. Tosczak
 J. P. Turions

 Doug S. Turner

 Pete Turner

 D. Upton

 H. J. H. Varty

 M. Vatne

 E. F. Ted Wade

 K. Wake field

Box 385

Box 454

Box 417      summer
#5? Holiday Village,?01

Box 246

R R #2
Box 13, Site3, R R #1

Park West F 8,64 625 Pie

                Springs,
186 Greston Place

Box 664

5917 - 108 St

R R #1

?815 - 148 Ave

12115 - 129 St
6108 - 102A Ave

#1406, 10135 Sask Drive

12320 - 92 St

5312 - 39 St

   Cold Lake, AB

   Athabasca AB

   Thorsby AB

S.Dobson Rd,Mesa,Ariz.

   Huston.BC

   Paradise Valley AB

   Thorsby, AB

rson Blvd.Desert Hot

CA, USA

   Edmonton

   Enderby BC

   Edmonton

   Evansburg AB

   Edmont on

   Edmonton

   Edmonton

   Edmonton

   Edmonton

   Innisfail AB

#108, 10?40 - 109 St

9?49 - ?1 Ave
11820 - 61 St

Box 629

Box 413
#1104, 9649 - 94 Ave

4912 - 52 Ave

11440 University Ave,

51 1133 Findlay Rd

Box 352

13311 - 128 St

8?35 - ?? Ave

Box 485

Box 48?

Box 128

Box 520
14424 - 86 Ave

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Beaverlodge AB

     Hythe AB

     Grande Prairie AB

     Vermilion AB

Vets' Home, Edmonton

     Kelowna BC

     High Prairie AB

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Mannville AB

     Swan Hills AB

     Valhalla Centre AB

     Smoky Lake' AB

     Edmonton



EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

Floyd L. Waldren

Bob Walker

S. R. Reg Wat-bs WWI

Harold R. Webber

Barney J. Weir

Vince Westacott

Charlie Whelan

Colin F. White

Ernie A. White

Maurice D. White

B. Whitmore

Dr. W. Wilford

J. E. Wilson

R. Wilson

Judge J.S.Woods

Geoff Wright

E. Yez

J. Zak

D. T. Zevick

 9635 - ?2 Ave

 9913 - 109 St

 Box 2??
'Box 2?9

 R R #1

 1212? - 53 St

 Box 144

 12128 - 94A St

 5208 - 109 Ave

 Box 193
 268 Margaret Ave

 #1603 Kiwanis Place,10330

 8?50 - ?8 Ave

 303 Point McKay Gardens N
 #804, 9420 - 92 St

 Gen Del

 Box 414

 Box 33

Mrs. Edna WismerBox 205

 EdmontonT6E OY?

 Ft Saskatchewan ABT8L 2K3

 Barrhead ABTOG OEO

 Gold Lake ABTOA OVO

 Two Hills ABTOB 4KO

 EdmontonT5W 3L8

 Rycroft ABTOH 3AO

 Spirit River ABTOH 3 GO

 Grande Prairie ABT8V 5G3

 EdmontonT6A 1S1

 Kent on, ManROM OZO

 Wallaceburg, OntN8A 2A5

- 120 St, EdmontonT5K 2A6

 EdmontonT6C ON6

W CalgaryT3B 5C1

 EdmontonT6C 3S1

 Alberta Beach ABTOE OAO

 Coleman, ABTOK OMO

 Banff, ABTOL OCO

 Mirror, ABTOB 3GO

wnwcr-^ Let us know
 when you know.

T. N. Adams on

Ralph Anderson

Steve Andrynuk

B. F. Baker

Al Baker

D,, A. Barbour W ]

H.P.Bell-Irving

S. 0. Bigelow

Cliff Bilou

Arthur S. Bird

G. Ernie Black

Jack Boddington

Ed Bradish

John Brunton

W. G. Burkholder-

Harvey Butterworth

            BC ASSOCIATION

42? Hansen St              Pentic-bon BC         V2A 5S3

Box ?83                    Parksville BC        VOR 230

c/o Ontario Safety League, 82 Peter St, Toronto M5V 2G5

 Site 33, Camp 9, R R #2

 Box 1141
, #313, 15?5 Begbie St

 #42, 2236 Folkstone Way

 #150, 1840 - 160 St

 8468 - 13 Ave

 393? Lauder Rd
 ?601 Holtam Dr

 R R #1

 1428 Maple Place
 #105, 655^ Bonsor Ave

 13781 - 5?B Ave
 Box ?l65. Depot D

Winfield BG
Gibbons, AB
Victoria BC
W.Vancouver BC
Surrey, BC
Burnaby, BC
Victoria BC
Vernon BC
Naramata, BC
Squamish, BC
Burnaby-, BG
Surrey BC
Victoria BC

VOH 2CO

TOA 1NO
V8R 1L2

V?S 2X?

V4A 4X4

V3H 2G9
V8N 4H3

V1B 1T5

VOH 1NO

VON 3 GO

V5H 3E9
V8W 1K9

V9B 4Z3

Paul Charles White St, R R #2 Summerland BC VOH 1ZO



BC ASSOCIATION
 E. J. Jack Childs

 R. A, Couch

  Jim Craig

 Norm Dack

 Percy Darlington

 Len F. Dawes  WW I

 Fred Delyea

 Earl C. Dick

 John A, Dougan

 William Dunbar

 Leslie Duncan

 James Easterbrook

 John Eggleston

 Pete Ferguson

 T. E. Fontaine

 Sid Fry

 Norm Furnell

 Jack A. Furnell

 Rene Gauchie  WW I

 T. A. Gibson

 Dave Gilmour

 Crawford Glew

 A. L. Gracie

 D. I. Grahame       :

 Earl R. Graham WW_I ;

 A. A. Archie Greene

 P. K. Hall         ,

 John Harris

 Sam Hately         :

 Ralph W. Hayter     ,

W. G. Holmes        /

Dudley Howard       ;

Owen Hugh son       ]

Tom Huntington     ?

Alex Hyde   M-l  I

Steve Henke         :

Don Jacquest.        ^

Alon M. Johnson     ^

Trevor Jones        c

Steve Jossul        c

Mervyn C., Kirby     L

George Kitching     3

A. Kohuch           ff

2222 Shakespeare St
#82, 15 Buttertub Dr

2239 Amhurst Ave

Box 132
#102, 3160 Irma St

2094 Falkland Place
R R #1

Box 2582, R R #2, Site 260
6?01 Welch Rd, R R #3

 Victoria BC
 Nanaimo BC
 Sidney BC

 Enderby BC
 Victoria BC
 Victoria BC
 Thunder Bay Ont

, C-ll.Parksville BC
 Victoria BG

#360 Craigdarrach Beach, R R #3, Courtenay BG

1060 Government St         Penticton BC

#1, ??68 East Saanich Rd   Saanichton BG

Box 1?2                    Leduc AB
565 Bradley St             Nanaimo BG

6?09 Griffiths Ave         Burnaby BG

2850 Wyndeatt Ave          Victoria BC

R R #l,Cassidy Mob.Home Park, Ladysmith BC

R R #1, Cassidy Mob.Home Park,Lady smith BC

Saanichton BG
Leduc AB
Nanaimo BG
Burnaby BG
Victoria BC

Parkdale Lodge
#201, 1840 Argyle Ave
#20?, 181? Yew St
#403, 2605 Windsor Rd
225 Crystal Court
#1?5, 2?111 Zero Ave
#406, 1635 Cook St
1325 Rockland Ave

Summerland BC

Nanaimo BC

Vancouver BC

Victoria, BC

Glearbrook BC

Aldergrove BC

Victoria BG

Victoria BC

#7, 142? W King Edward Ave  Vancouver
481 Hewgate St
Box 408
#316, 36 Johnson St
#?03, 4221 Mayberry
210? 14 St
Box 1?94
#306, ?10 - 16 Ave N E
R R #3

Nanaimo BC

Madeira Park BC

Barrie Ont

Burnaby BC

Vernon BC

Parksville BC

Calgary AB

Courtenay BC

I? Kinsey Terrace;Ghristchurch 8,New Zealand

#510, 945 Marine Drive W

#4, 608 St Charles St

980 McKenzi3 Ave

c/o 3280 Sedgwick Dr

4851 Central Ave

3434 Bonair Place
#303, 2560 Departure Bay

  Vancouver

  Victoria

  Victoria

  Victoria

  Ladner, Delta, BC

  Victoria BC

Rd  Nanaimo BC

 V8R 4G1
 V9R 3X8
 V8L 2G5

 VOE 1VO
 V9A 1S8
 V8S 4M5
 P?C 4T9
 VOR 2SO
 V8X 3X1
 V9N 5M8
 V2A 4T?

 VOS 1MO
 T9E 2Y1
 V9S 1B9
 V5E 2X4
 V9A 2L?
 VOR 2EO
 VOR 2EO

VOH 1ZO
 V9S 3K?
V6K 3G1
V8S 5H9
V2S 4N5
VOX 1AO
V8T 3 N9
V8S 1V4

V6H 2A3
V9R 1G8
VON 2HO
L4M 5C3
V5H 4E8
V1T 3T8
VOR 2SO
T2E 6V9
V9N 5M8

V?T 1A8
V8S 3N?
V8X 3G?
V9C 3K2

V4K 2G5
V8P 4V4
V9S 5P1

Dave J. LaRi-vlere9?5 - E 41 Ave Vancouver V5W 1P8



Erskin C. La.rkin
E."Duken Lenglet
Gordon Lewis
Ray P. Lewis
Melvin R. Likns
Vince C, Lilley
J.T.Livingstone

 Earl A. Lohn

           BC ASSOCIATION

R R #3, Site 325 - C8

154 Avalon Place
#26, 1160 Shelburne Blvd

#206, 3560 Highway Dr

Box ?2

11803 Harper Dr

10580 - 140 St

#510, 1490 Pennyfarthing :

 Qualicum Beach BCVOR 2TO

 Nanaimo BCV9S 5N7

 Campbell River BCV9W 5G5

 Trail BGV1R 2V1

 Madeira Park BCVON 2HO

 Vernon BCV1B 1B9

 N Surrey BGV3T 4N5
Dr Vancouver BCV6J 4Z3 Earl A. Lohn       #510, 1490 Pennyfarthing Dr Vancouver BC       V6J 4Z3

William D. LowdenUliilc/o L.Sigsworth,3540 Wellington Ores C.Vancouver V7R 3B4

Mike Markowsky

J. G. Milnes

"W. A. Moreau

A. G. Morris

 G. Moroz

P.P.Muirhead .WW_I.

D. B. Mundy

Keith MacGregor

Jack McBride

Archie McGallum

 J. A. MeConnell

 D. D. McGulloch

 Frank McDougal

 Gordon Mclntosh

 Vern E. McKeage
 Ken D. McKenzie

 Bernie McMahon

W. I. Nelson

 Richard H. Palmer

 E. C., Paulsen

 Ralph Paul sen

 F. R. Paupst

4238 Granville St
R R #1

3731 Fir St
12117 - 75 Ave, R R #6

Box 226

#114, 320?3 Sherwood Cresc

Vancouver BG

Bo swell BC

S Burnaby BC

N Surrey BG

Sheho SK

 Clearbrook BC

25 Shoal Harbour, 2.3 5 3 Harbour Rd, Sidney BC

2254 Gamelot Rd

#33, 24330 Fraser Highway,

#110, 853 East Fender St

2?30 Claude Rd

89 Crease Ave

?20 Keith St

18280 Bayard Place

2624 Belmont Ave

824 Richmond Rd

Box 1409

1620 Augusta Ave

Box 10?2

3903 Cedar Hill Rd

2513 Glengarry Rd

??24 Argyle St

Dave A Petrie WW I 2310 Dolphin Rd, R R #3

A. Quinn

W. Remple

W. Rhind

Douglas Rogers

Jack Rosser

Don Russell

Bill Silvester

Lou D. Smith

S. D. Spicer

Fred Stepchuk

Jacob Stccki

J. R. Stone

Bob Summersgill

Nick Sykes

Box 242

3158 Wessex Close
#10, 2611 Selwyn Rd

8080 Thomson Place, R R #2

R R #l,Site 128 G-8?

Box 935

Victoria BC
R R #3,Langley BC

Vancouver BC

Victoria BC

Victoria, BC

Moose Jaw SK

Surrey BG

Victoria BC

Victoria,

Parksville BC

Burnaby BC

Westbank BG

Victoria

Mississauga Ont

Vancouver

Sidney BC

Duncan BC

Victoria

Victoria
Saanichton BG

Qualicum Beach BC

Chase BC

209 High St

4?3 Cumberland St
R R #3, Site ?, Cc.mp 1

6900 Springside Place R

8120 Osier St

1281 Fairlane Terrace

2434 Mathers Ave

181?? - 59 Ave

   Nelson BC

   New Westminster BC

   Salmon Arm BC
R #1  Brentwood Bay BC

   Vancouver BC

   Victoria

   W Vancouver BC

   Surrey BG

V6H 3L5
VOR 1AO
V5G 2A4
V3W 2S6
SOA 3TO
V2T 1C1
V8L 3X8

V8N 1J4
V3A 4P6
V6A 1V9
V9B 3T6
V8Z 136
S6H 5R2
V3S 1C5
V8R 4A6
V8S 3Z1
VOR 2SO

V5A 2V6
VOH 2AO
V8P. 3Z8
L5C 1Y1
V5P 3L4
V8L 3X9

V9L 3X3
V8P 5N2
V9B 3L2
VOS 1MO
VOR 2TO
VOE 1MO

V1L 3X5
V3L 3G?
VOE 2TO
VOS 1AO
V6P 4E2
V8P 2E6
V?V 2H8
V3S 5R8



ILes Taplin
I Len J. Tuppen

 J. P.. Turions

 A. A. Wachter

 Carl H, Walford

 Jack Ro Washburn

 Jim Watson

 Neil Webb

 R. L. Wheatley

 Wilf T. Whitlock

            EC ASSOCIATION

11?21 Cascade Dr

2030 Hornby Place

Box 352

#406, 1596 Townsite Rd

52? Radant Rd
5516 Ocean Place

#408 Haida Apts,ll65 Yates

R R #2, Box 14, Buick Site

555 Back Rd
69?5 - 12.9A S-b

         LADY  MEMBERS

Delta BG

Sydney BC

High Prairie AB

Nanaimo BC

Kelowna BG

W Vancouver BC

St Victoria BC

 Quesnel BC

Gourtenay BG

Surrey BC

V4E 3G3
V8L 2M5
TOG 1EO

V9S 1N2
V1W 1A1
V?W 1N8
V8V 3N1
V2J 3H6
V9N 3X1
V3W ?B1

Mrs Mary Beaten

Mrs Esthe'r Bowen

Mrs Garry Browne

Mrs L. Bryant

Mrs Karen Dudley

#22, 398? Gordon Head Rd   Victoria BG

#818 Crescent PI, 13910 Stony Plain Rd Edmonton

Mrs Garry Browne 1920 St Ann StVictoria
Mrs L. Bryant #312, 65?0 BurlingtonS Burnaby BG

Mrs Karen Dudley 1213 Tattersal DrVictoria BG

Mrs Katherine Guthrie 1563 Stevens StWhite Rock BC

Mrs Marjorie Jefferson 2353 Windsor RdVictoria

Mrs Ellen Jones 15823 Essex PiWhite Rock BG
Mrs Joan Keys #303, 141 Busby StVictoria

Mrs R. Ki.rkr.ess #9, ll6?2 - 224 StMaple Ridge BC

Mrs Mickey Macdonald 228? Greenlands RdVictoria BC
Mrs Jessie Middleton 1869 Dahl CrescAbbotsford BC

Mrs Isabella Mugridge #106,1050 Springfield Rd, Kelowna BC

Mrs Peggy McCoy #106, 156 Government StDuncan BC

Mrs Peggy McEwen #915, 50 Governors RdDundas Ont.

Mrs Tina Oakey #2, R R #1, 1184 ClarkeRd Brentwood Bay BC

Mrs Eleanore Purvis 511 Sonora Ave S WCalgary AB

Mrs Jean Rendall #30?, 280 First StDuncan BG

Mrs Dorothy Rowlatt 1?11 Tudor Apts, 955 Marine Dr W, Vancouver

Mrs Marjorie Sheldrake, #129, 1680 Poplar Ave Victoria

Mrs Alice Simpson 3595 Vaness AveVancouver

Mrs Kate Willson #210, 114? Main StPenticton BG

Mrs Irene Yells #415, 2100 Granite StVictoria

 Victoria
 S Burnaby BG
 Victoria BG
 White Rock BC
 Victoria
 White Rock BG
 Victoria
 Maple Ridge BC
 Victoria BC
 Abbots ford BC

i, Kelowna BC
 Duncan BC
 Dundas Ont.

 V8N 3X5
¡x T5N 3R2

 V8R 5W1
 V5H 3M?
 V8P 1Y8
 V4B 4Y4
 V8S 3E6
 V4A 5L2
 V8S 1B3
 V2X 5Z9
 V8N 5B9
 V2S 4B3
 V1X 8J2
 V9L 1A1
 L9H 5M3
 VOS 1AO
 T3G 2K1
 V9L 3X5
 V?T 1A9
 V8P 4K?
 V5R 5B5
 V2A 5E6
 V8S 3G?


